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FELLOWSHIP of MAKERS and RESEARCHERS of HISTORICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Bulletin 59 **«*. 1990 

MISSING QUARTERLIES: Three people have written to me, and others to Barbara, 
asking why they haven't had their January Quarterly. There are two possible 
answers. The f irs t , which doesn't apply to any of my three, i s that the Post 
Office sometimes lo ses one or two. This means that if you've not had your Q after 
about the middle of the month following the named month, plus postage time 
depending on where you are and whether you pay for surface or airmail, that may 
have happened. If you think that th i s has happened, write and ask for another. 

The other answer, which only applies to the January Q each year, i s that you did 
not pay your renewal in time, which i s what had happened t o my three. The system 
i s that Barbara sends me l i s t s of people who have renewed, every week or two from 
November onwards, a s they come into her. I note them and send them on to Eph, 
who updates h i s records for mailing. This goes on until the January Q goes out, at 
which point I change the colour of the mark I make on my master List of Members, 
which i s how I know that a l l three of mine came in after mid-February. Barbara 
of course goes on sending me the l i s t s of late payers, and I go on sending them up 
to Eph, but once he's sent out the main January mailing, he i s too busy to send out 
the dozen or two that come in on each l i s t , and they pile up until he has time to 
deal with them, or alternatively t i l l he sends the bulk stock of unsent Qs down to 
Barbara, and then she h a s t o deal wi th them. In either case because, a s I've said 
before, we a l l three have our l ivings to earn, they tend to wait t i l l there's time to 
deal with them. 

I do s t r e s s , every October, PLEASE get your renewals in before t he New Year and 
preferably NOW. Quite frankly we are a l l three busy enough that if you can't get 
t he money in within t h r e e months (from when you receive the October Q to when Eph 
sends out t he J anua ry Q in Feb rua ry ) , we a l l t h r ee feel t h a t you can wait t i l l we 
have t ime t o deal wi th them. T h i s may sound rough and unkind, but t he re it Is. 
We do t h e bes t we can for you in our spa re t ime; please help us to do so. The 
a l t e r n a t i v e i s t o have a paid, fu l l - t ime , a d m i n i s t r a t o r . What do you suppose tha t 
that would do t o your subsc r ip t i ons? 

LIST OF MEMBERS: The new l i s t comes wi th t h i s Q. Please use i t . Please value 
i t enough t h a t you don't lose i t and t h a t you have i t wi th you when you t rave l . I t 
r e p r e s e n t s a lo t of work and a lo t of t ime. I'm happy t o do i t because I find it 
invaluable, but I'm l iable to get annoyed ( a s some people have discovered) when I'm 
asked for a d d r e s s e s in i t by people who forgot t o br ing t h e i r copy with them, 
because t h i s makes me feel, perhaps wrongly , t h a t they didn' t value i t . 

FOUND MEMBER: Danny Hathaway has reappeared; he h a s moved to England and is 
living in Gui ldford. Phi l ip Lord and Gtinter Mark a r e s t i l l missing, presumably for 
ever now. 

FURTHER TO: A review herewith: Some of you may have seen an adver t isement for 
the new Aulos p las t i c f lu tes . I wro te to them and said t h a t we review books, so 
why not i n s t r u m e n t s ? And they sent me the i r S tanesby copy t r a v e r s o , plus a 
descant and t r e b l e copy of Haka r eco rde r s , saying t h a t 'our sugges t ions and advice 
wil l be much appreciated ' . They've only jus t a r r ived , so whether the re ' l l be more 
than a quick note from me in t h i s Q, I don't know; if not, the re ' l l be more detai l 
next t ime. They sent t h r ee of each, so anyone who'd like to wr i t e a note on them, 
please get in touch with me. 

A Comm. herewith on elephants by Ardal: Please note t h a t I wro te my Comm.941, 
and i t could even have appeared, before the CITES meeting t h a t approved the ban. 

Bull .58, p.5. Woodworm: See a Comm. herewi th from Michaela Freemanova, and a l so a 
review herewi th from me. 

_-_-. 
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Format: No comments have been received on whether you prefer columns to full page, 
so I ' l l s t ick to full page, Which i s eas ier t o wr i t e and quicker t o pr in t . 

QUERY ON A BASSET HORN: Trevor Robinson wr i t e s : During my examination of the 
Grundmann basset horn in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts I discovered a peculiar 
feature that I've never seen in any other instrument. At the top edge of the 
highest hole (on the underside and closed by a key) a small piece of thin metal 
protrudes into the bore. I presume that this is to serve as a kind of dam to 
prevent condensed moisture from running down and blocking the hole. Has any one 
seen such a device on other woodwinds? Is it a Grudmann peculiarity? 

JM adds : I've checked a l l four of our ea r ly basse t horns (we don't have a Grund
mann), and they a l l have the usual tube in the speaker hole. Maybe Nick Shackleton 
o r anyone else has seen a piece of metal used ins tead? 

QUERY ON SMALL HARPSICHORDS: Peter Fos te r a sks whether anyone has experience 
on making smal l harps ichords with two e igh t - foo t choi rs . He s a y s John Feldberg 
made a Schools instrument in the '60s which was 55 inches long, and Sperrhake 
made one 145cm long. He would like to hear from anyone with experience of 
anything t h i s s o r t of size, and he'd a l so like to see a small one by Hugh Craig if 
anyone within reach of Lichfield has got one. 

COMPETITION: The Cambridge [Massachuset ts ] Society for Ear ly Music s a y s t h a t 
the Erwin Bodky Internat ional Competition in 1991 will be dedicated to Mozart , wi th 
two sect ions: keyboards (1s t pr ize S3,000) and chamber music (up to 4 p layers ; 1st 
prize $4,000) . Per formers must use original or reproduction period ins t ruments . 
The f inals wil l be on June 5 th _ 6th next year during the Boston Ear ly Music 
Fes t ival ; winners play in a concert on June 8 th . Detai ls from the Society, Box 336, 
Cambridge, MA 02238, USA. 

COURSES: There a r e courses in Renaissance song, wind ins t ruments and ensembles, 
dance, gamba, lute, recorder , and c ross f lute during the Renaissance Fest ival a t 
Ekenas Cast le in Sweden, 29th Ju ly to 5 th August. Courses plus a number of 
concer ts cost 2,000 Sw.Kr. and accomodation cos t s 1,400. Detai ls from Lasted 
Satere i , S-605 90 Noorkoping, Sweden; phone +461140655. 

There a r e courses in Music _ Dance of Four Nations [England, France, I t a l y _ 
Germany] c.1600, with the London Ear ly Music Group directed by Jim Tyler , a t 
West Dean College (West Dean, nr . Chichester, W.Sussex P018 0QZ; phone 0 2 4 3 -
63301) from 11th to 17th August from £266 including accomodation (£171 without 
accomodation but with some meals). They a l so had a Renaissance c ro s s f lute and 
recorder course, but a s i t s t a r t s next week, i t ' s not much use te l l ing you about i t . 

The Bate Collection has a Gamelan Weekend June 2nd /3 rd , working on music for the 
Wayang, the shadow-puppet play, wi th Jenny Heaton and Ben _ Djumilla Arps . Cost 
£20 (£15 for fu l l - t ime s tuden t s and Friends of the Bate). Beginners a re welcome, 
a s a r e experienced p layers . Booking is essent ia l because the re i s only a set number 
of s e a t s a t a gamelan. 

A NEW BOOK: Georg Wagner a sks me to mention t h a t h i s Harpsichord and Clavi
chord Construction Bibliography. 1830-1985 has jus t been published by F r i t s Knuf 
(PO Box 720, NL-4116 ZJ Buren, Nether lands) , in German and English, l i s t ing 600 
t i t l e s of books and a r t i c l e s and 92 technical d rawings a s .well a s suppl iers of p a r t s . 
I t c o s t s Hfl.58 paper and 79 c lo th . Maybe they ' l l send us a review copy. 

PERIODICALS: The 1989 American Musical Instrument Society Journal (Vol.XV) has 
jus t a r r ived , wi th five major a r t i c l e s : Richard Payne on Indian f lu tes of the 
Southwest [American Indian]; John Rice on Anton Walter; Alfredo Bernardini on 
Woodwind makers in Venice 1790-1900; Wilson Bar ry on Theophilys making organ 
pipes; and Thomas McGeary on German-Aus t r ian keyboard temperaments and tuning 
methods from or iginal sources . Also the usual reviews and l i s t s of books. 
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Pauline Holden was here yesterday and said that the Galpin Society Journal (Vol.43) 
was being mailed th i s week. It includes (I hope) a detailed description of our 
Richters oboe and how th i s sort of decoration is done. As an appendix to that 
art ic le , which l i s t s all the known examples, there was one which I could not then 
attr ibute because the museum which had bought it had not then publicised it; they 
heve now done so, and I can sey that it i s The Shrine to Music Museum in Vermil
lion. South Dakota. There Is a l so (I hope) an important bassoon art ic le by Paul 
White. The Journal has now errived, .lust in time for th i s Bulletin because, for the 
f irst time that I can remember, there was a post delivery on Good Friday, but I 
shan't be able to get th i s off to Eph before Tuesday because there won't be any 
pos t s out. So I've had time for quick run through it . I can say that Paul's and 
my art i c l e s are in, and that Paul's i s a very important survey of all known bassoon 
fingering charts , from the earl iest to 1830. There are art ic les a l so by David Shaw 
on a f ive-part Wind Band in 1518; by Ian Firth and Claire Sykes on a comparison 
of Harp Str ings In the 18th and 20th centuries (which I've not had time to read 
yet); by Bruce Haynes on Bressan, Talbot and the Bate Collection's 'Galpin' Oboe; by 
Clifford Bevan on Saxotubas. I would say that by far the most important article 
in th i s issue i s John Rawson's 'Towards a Method of Testing Harpsichord Sound
boards'. Not only i s it extremely detailed and thought-provoking, but it i s written 
so c learly that even an innumerate non-harpsichord maker such as me can follow 
every word, understand the problems, and realise that John has gone a very long 
way towards elucidating some of the intractable questions of why one harpsichord 
sounds better than another. I think that th i s i s a seminal article which will 
provide a bas i s for further work for many years to come. 

Perhps, in view of the next paragraph, I can change hats and say that I am also 
very pleased with the Bate Collection's coincidentally high profile In this issue: Paul 
is one of our graduate students; Bruce is writing about one of our oboes, and I am 
about another; Peter Barton has a note on the restoration of our Callcott Radius 
omnitonic horn. Pure accident, of course, that we al l came together in this Issue, 
but obviously, in the year when we have founded our Friends of the Bate Collection 
(which is going very well and building up nicely; new Friends are always welcome) 
i s very pleasing. It i s a l so very pleasing that all the authors mentioned in this 
paragraph, and John Rawson. are FoMRHI members. I a lways hope that al l FoMRHI 
members are a l so members of the Galpin Society; we publish, in FoMRHIQ, many 
useful (I hope) bi ts of information, but the basic reseach material on which many of 
them are based appears in GSJ. If you read FoMRHIQ but don't read GSJ you are 
missing a great deal (and. to a lesser extent, vice versa). 

MUSEUM NEWS: (all Bate — the things that have come from anyone e lse are e l s e -
v/here here as Comms). We have fi l led most of the gap in the provenance of our 
Arnold Dolmetsch's f irst clavichord. It was bought by J.A.Fullei—Maitland and was 
sold after his death at Sotheby's in May, 1937. It was bought there (for £18!) by 
a Mrs.Hemming, whom we are now trying to trace. We suspect that she was a dea
ler because she a lso bought furniture at the same sale. We know that it belonged 
to McKnight Kauffer and Marion Dorn before the war, so Mrs.Hemming cannot have 
held it for long. 

We were recently given, by David Sone Associates, the English agents and importers, 
two examples of the Von Bennlgsen bow, one for violin and one for 'cello. These 
are made of graphite fibre. Since pernambuco is just as much an endangered species 
as the elephant, and i t s extinction with other rain-forest timbers endangers us (and 
elephants), too, th i s is an important and interesting development. Since the bows 
arrived they've been played by Peter Carter and Bruno Schrecker of the Allegri 
Quartet and several or our students. Peter liked the violin bow; Bruno, who had 
tried them before, wasn't so keen on the 'cello bow. I suggested to David Stone 
that they should look at the possibi l i t ies of early bows, and I hope that he Is 
passing th is on to Switzerland where they are made. We shall have to find a sub-
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st l tute for pernambuco, Just as we must for ivory (and I believe a lso for reed cane, 
for the quality of that material has degenerated very badly over the past twenty or 
so years, but that i s a matter of quality, not of endangered species), and this 
material Is a serious contender. Anyone who wants to try these is welcome to come 
and do so. but they are modern bows, of course. 

You all know by now that we have one of the ebony and decorated Ivory Rlchters 
oboes. Recently an undecorated boxwood one surfaced, the only previously known 
example of which was the one in the Horniman Museum (and that has a bell-Joint by 
another maker. We are trying to raise the money to buy this one; if we succeed, 
we shall be the only museum in the world with examples of both his s ty l e s . Any 
contributions would, of course, be very gratefully received, and if they were made 
out to The Friends of the Bate Collection, it would be easy to return them if we 
were unsuccessful. 

CODETTA: That's it for the moment. I'll hold this open t i l l I've done the List of 
Members and some reviews. I've done them and nothing e lse has arrived except the 
Galpin Journal (see above). 

DEADLINE FOR NEXT Q: Either in this Q or the next one we shall publish our 
Comm. 1000. Celebrate by sending us good Comms and notes for the Bulletin by 2nd 
July (for once I'm not trying to get ahead; we have a son marrying in Jerusalem on 
June 24th and a daughter marrying here on July 1st; as a result, FoMRHI won't be 
looked at (but it will be carefully put in the file drawer where it accumulates — 
don't hesitate to send things earlier) until the 2nd, or maybe even the 3rd. 

CODA: Enjoy the spring. 

Jeremy Montagu 
Hon.Sec.FoMRHI 

HISTORICAL BRASS SHEETS FOR BRASS INSTRUMENT MAKERS 

The " h i s t o r i c a l metals" workshop, created under my 
d i rec t ion in the East of France in 1986, regular ly produces 
h i s t o r i c a l brass sheets for organ reeds [see 
FoMRHI-Comm.893, FQ. 5 3 ] ( * ) . The success of t h i s product i n 
the opinion of an increasing number of organ bui lders a l l 
over the world, the i n s t a l l a t i o n s at our d isposal , the 
requests of some brass instrument makers and the resu l ts 
obtained by a trumpet maker using wrought brass sheets, 
i n c i t e us to envisage the production of " h i s t o r i c a l brass 
sheets" for brass instrument making. Two "prototype" sheets 
are ava i lab le . The f i r s t sheet i s 80cm long and 25cm wide; 
the second one i s 100cm long and 37cm wide. Both are of a 
thickness ranging from 0.45mm to 0.55mm. They show the 
ca rac te r i s t i cs of h i s t o r i c a l wrought sheets. The a l loy i s 
the same as that used for organ reeds, as was the case i n 
ear ly t imes. As the making of such sheets cannot be compared 
to the speedy process in use in modern f a c t o r i e s . . . the 
pr ice calculated i s : 120.- F.F. (36 . - DEM) pro dif. 

Brass instrument makers interested in t r y i ng out a 
prototype may contact me: R6my Gug, 2, rue des Ecr iva ins. 
F-67000 Strasbourg. 

(*)This workshop also produces wrought copper, brass and 
i ron for the " h i s t o r i c a l music w i re " . Further in format ion: 
Marc Vogel, Talgasse 2, D-7893 Jestetten 1 (W. Germany). 



NEW ACQUISITIONS TO THE KENNETH G. FISKE MUSEUM OF MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS OF THE CLAREMONT COLLEGES, CALIFORNIA FOR 1989 

1989.1 6-key Clarinet in C, C. Gerock, London, 1804-21. 
1989.2 6-key Clarinet in B-flat, Martin freres, Paris, c. 

1840-50. 
1989.3 4-key Flute, W. H. Potter, London, 1809-17. 
1989.4 8-key Flute probably of US origin, c. 1820-30. 
1989.5 Oil painting of American origin, c. 1830 of a man 

holding an 8-key flute (1989.4). 
1989.6 Square Piano, Hallet & Davis, Boston, c. 1862-74. 
1989.7 Reproducing Piano, Aeolian Co., New York, 1917. 
1989.8 Barrel Pipe Organ, John Edberg, Yankton, South 

Dakota, c. 1900. 
1989\9 Chamber Barrel Organ probably by Chamassin Rolin, 

Mirecourt, c. 1890. 
1989.10 Coin-operated Barrel Piano, of English origin, c. 

1920. 
1989.11 Serinette or Bird Organ probably by Chamassin Rolin, 

Mirecourt, c. 1890. 
1989.12 Organette or paper-roll Organ, Mechanical Orguinette 

Co., New York, c. 1895. 
1989.13 Clarola or paper-roll Harmonica, QRS De Vry 

Corporation Chicago, c. 1935. 
1989.14 Graphophone Cylinder Player, Columbia Phonograph 

Co., New York and London, c. 1906. 
1989.15 Standard Model A Record Player, Standard Talking 

Machine Co., Chicago, early 20th century. 
1989.16 Cylinder Musical Box in the style of Paillard, St. 

Croix, Switzerland, c. 1880. 
1989.17 Automatic Changing (27" disc) Musical Box, Regina 

Co, New York, 1900. 
1989.18 Musical Box, Reuge, Sainte-Croix, Switzerland, 1977. 
1989.19 Mellophone, Frank Holton, Chicago, c. 1910. 
1989.20 Boehm-system Flute, Isidore Lot, Paris, 1867-1886. 
1989.21 Flute of German origin, late 19th-early 20th 

century. 
1989.22 Albert-system C Clarinet in alto clarinet form 

called a "Clarabell," Couesnon et Cie, Paris, c. 1920. 
1989.23 Full Boehm-system metal Clarinet in B-flat, Selmer, 

Paris, early 20th century. 
1989.24 Simple-system Oboe, Kohlert Sons, Graslitz, early 

20th century. 
1989.25 Simple-system Oboe, Guy Humphrey, Paris, early 

20th century. 
1989.26 6-key Fife, probably by Conn, Elkhart, 1905. 
1989.27 6-key Piccolo of German origin, 20th century. 
1989.28 Tenor Saxophone in C ("Melody"), Wurlitzer, 

Cincinnati, c.1920. 
1989.29 10-key Clarinet in B-flat by D'Almaine & Co., 

London, 1836-58. 
1989.30 Simple-system Clarinet in B-flat by J. Thibouville-

Lamy, Paris, c. 1910. 
1989.31 Accordion of Italian origin, 20th century. 



1989.32 Eight Kullngtang gongs and stand of Phillipine 
origin, 20th century. 

1989.33 Kulingtang drum of Phillipine origin, 20th century. 
1989.34 Square Piano by Samuel Neil son, New York, c. 1828-

1829. Permanent loan of John and Lynne Bolen. 

Instruments lent from the collection of Edgardo Sodero, 
Claremont: 
1989.35 Harpsichord by the Gaveau Co., Paris made under the 

supervision of Arnold Dolmetsch, 1913. The personal instrument of 
Violet Gordon-Woodhouse, the f irst person to make a recording on a 
harpsichord (1920). 

1989.36 Square Piano by Thomas Haxby, York, 1774. Formerly 
in the Colt Clavier Collection. 

1989.37 Transverse Spinet by Stephen Keane, London, last 
quarter of the 17th century. 

FoMRHI Comm. 3 6 2 Jeremy Montagu 

R e v i e w o f : Hermann S c h e r c h e n , Handbook of Conducting, 
t r a s n l a t e d M . D . C a l v o c o r e s s i , OUP, 1 9 8 9 . 2 4 3 p p . 
4 6 3 m u s i c a l e x a m p l e s ' S t i f f p a p e r b a c k . £ 8 . 9 5 . 

This book has nothing to do with early music whatsoever; it was written in 1929, 
so this is hardly surprising. It is, however, the best Instruction book ever written 
for conductors, and therefore i t s renewed availability is of the first importance. 

Much in i t s pages is unfashionable today; it concentrates on clarity of beat, 
precision of technique, accuracy in rhythm, and unanimity in attack, everything that 
was characteristic of the best orchestras of the '20s, '30s, and '40s, and Is so 
seldom heard today in the mush of 'my interpretation' and the snazzy showman in 
the big orchestras, and, only too often In the early music world, of 'let's not have 
a conductor; they didn't then', with the resulting Imprecision and lack of attack. 

If those of you who conduct can do everything in this book, no music will ever 
daunt you, from Monteverdi to Maxwell Davies. If you can't, buy it and study it. 

PS I twice played under Scherchen, once In a performance of Ionisation, and once in 
a rehearsal of Beethoven 9th. He sat there, hunched up (he was an old man by 
then), quietly knitting as far as one could observe. To an enthusiast for this book, 
it was a very nasty shock. Still , whether he conducted as described in this book 
or not, this is st i l l the ideal manual. 
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FoMRHI Comm. __-3 Jeremy Montagu 

Review of: Cyril Ehrlich. The Piano: A Hiatory. Clarendon 
Press, Oxford. 1990 <2nd, revised edition). 254 
pages, 18 plates (5 of them new). £25.00 

Like Dr.Smithers' book on the trumpet, this is a change of house as well as a 
revision; the first edition appeared from J.M.Dent in 1976. Here, however, 
corrections and additions are made without comment within the text itself and the 
main new material is in the Preface; the only indication of reprint is in the abysmal 
quality of the first plate, a Zumpe square now shrouded in ail-but impenetrable 
darkness. 

Basically Professor Ehrllch's book takes us from where Rosamond Harding left off in 
1851, but his approach is far more informative about the piano trade than was hers, 
whereas hers was more informative on mechanisms and technicalities. 

Since Early Music is now moving rapidly towards 1851, this period wil assume 
greater importance to us. However, it is clear from the new Preface that the 
author is not greatly in favour of this. He is, on the whole, against the use of 
'authentic' instruments, especially when, as only too often, they don't work and/or 
sound terrible. Since his arguments are based on quality of sound and performnce, 
one has to agree with most of them; as he says 'the least authentic performance is 
one which cannot be heard'. He indicates that the only thing which would change 
his mind is performance on a first-rate replica which worked really well. He 
describes one early instrument as 'magnificent', an Erard grand with fresh felts, 
strings and a replaced soundboard. The action is presumably stil l Erard's, but 
apparently not much else. 

Where this book will be useful to anyone in the early piano world is in its 
comprehensive l is ts of makers and their dates, and to almost anyone is in its very 
detailed, very readable, and absorbing social history of the piano and its use in the 
19th and 20th centuries. 

Whether you need the new edition if you already have the first, I'm not really sure. 
However, if you've not encountered the first edition, and have any interest in the 
piano at all, then it's a must, along with Rosamond Harding's The Piano-Forte and 
with E.M.Good's curiously titled but excellent Giraffes. Black Dragons and other 
Pianos. These are three best books on the instrument, and none of them covers the 
same parts of the field as either of the others. 



FoMRHI Comm. 364- Jeremy Montagu 

Review of: David Plnnlger, Inaect Peata in Muaeuma, 
Institute of Archaeology Publications, 31-34 
Gordon Square, London WC1H OPY, 1989. 45 pp. 17 
illus. £4.50. 

The perfect answer to much of Carl Willetts' query in the last Bulletin has just 
been published. It i s a guide to the most common insect pests , with pictures of 
them, descriptions of their l i fe cycles, and of what they are most likely to attack. 

This very useful booklet also describes the most common ways in which such pests 
arrive, where and how to look for them, and what to look for. This may seem 
obvious, but did those of you who keep the odd plant round the house know that 
these are a frequent source of insects which may attack your instruments? 

This i s followed by sections on prevention and control. Unfortunately, th i s last 
section, while It does mention which of these insecticides are harmful and which are 
l e s s harmful to us, i s more concerned with potential damage to the collections than 
it i s to people. Not surprising, of course, for our sort of museum i s the only one 
which Includes things that you put in your mouth and suck. The only safe answer 
would be to refer to the books on pesticides in the bibliography here, or to ask a 
competent chemical expert. 

One effective and non-perilous method would be to freeze the Instruments, but they 
have to be kept below -18*C for at least seven days. This would be OK for us, 
but I'm not sure how much good it would do the instruments, and anyway you won't 
get much in the way of instruments into the average domestic freezer, besides which 
I wouldn't count on ours to get down that low. Anything below 5*C will stop 
insects from developing, so that this i s a possible emergency treatment to stop 
things getting any worse while you sort out what to do next. The reverse process 
i s l e s s reliable; many Insects thrive quite happily in a microwave oven, and I 
suspect that th is would be a great deal worse for an instrument than freezing i t . 

Chemicals, of course, are the normal methods. What counts i s not the brand name 
but the small print which t e l l s you what's doing the work. Each type, and each 
commonly encountered chemical within each type, Is clearly described here, what it 
wil l do, where it can best be used (on the instrument, In the cupboard or room, and 
so forth), how effective it i s against various types of insect, whether it wil l stain 
or damage surfaces, and, within l imits mentioned above, what it' l l do to you. 

We do s t i l l need more information on which insecticides wil l kill pests but are safe 
fo us to suck and breathe, but meanwhile this booklet te l l us more about the 
subject than anything else easily and cheaply available. It i s very clearly and very 
simply written. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 9 6 5 Ephraim Segerman 

New Grove DoMIi E.S. No. 155 Q and R entr ies 

Quinton by Anon 
The cleverness of how this instrument is half violin and half viol is not brought out. 
The lower half of i t s length and of i t s tuning is a violin, and the upper half a viol. 

Rebec by M. Remnant 
The definition given is "A bowed string instrument with a vaulted back and no clear 
demarcation between the body and neck". The name came with an instrument to Christian 
Europe from the Moors la te in the 13th century. A distinguishing aspect of i t s design 
was a bent-back pegbox, usually curved upwards. It presumably had some playing 
characterist ics that were similar to those pre-existing fiddles that were called giges, 
since it seems that the gige players of the 13th century became the rebec players of the 
14th. We can't be sure what the giges looked like, hut it is doubtful, for instance, 
whether they had bourdons, as many 12th and 13th century fiddles had but with shapes 
that Remnant would call ' rebecs ' . I t would be best , for comparison with writings on 
instruments, to call instruments by the same names that the players called them, as best 
we know how. So I would suggest that the rabab, the Moorish ancester to the rebec, 
should be left with i t s own name, the gige likewise, and confine the rebec to the 
instrument with the pegbox as it was used in Christian Europe. 

I doubt whether playing downwards resting on the lap while seated depended on whether 
the player was in northern or southern Europe. In Christian society, a professional 
musician usually had to play standing (or on his knees) to show respect for the social 
superiors he was playing for. 

Recorder by E. Hunt 
The consort- lesson books by Morley and Rosseter specified the transverse flute 
(without ambiguity) and the treble viol. The Holmes ms. se t of consort lessons used the 
recorder and violin, probably at a tone-higher pitch standard. Rik Baines, who plays in 
my consort, finds awkwardnesses in playing some recorder par t s from the Holmes ms., as 
written, on the flute. I don't know about any recorders that were made for Consort 
Pitch (the standard a tone lower than modern), required by the treble viol, but a good 
player could presumably t ranspose and change awkward passages if c . s i red . 

Rotta i by M. Bruce-Mitford 
The 'triangular psal t ry ' i l lustration is atypical for a rote . I t was usually held with the 
horizontal arm that is the short side of the right triangle on top, and the tuning pegs 
were typically on that arm. Examination of medieval carvings by Lawrence Wright shows 
a set of s tr ings and pegs and a soundboard on each side. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 966 Jeremy Montagu 

Review of: Aulos, Staneaby Junior traverao; Haka treble 
recorder <709E>; Haka deacant recorder <703E>. 
Toyama Musical Instrument Co. Ltd., Tokyo. No 
prices stated. 

Not being a flautist or recorder player to any serious extent, I don't propose to 
discuss the playing quality of these instruments except in passing . As I said in 
the Bulletin, I hope that there will be a more expert review from Lewis Jones in 
this Q, and if not, in the next one. Any of you who are within reach of Oxford 
are welcome to come and try them, and write them up; any of you who possess one 
are also welcome to comment on it. Once a review specimen has come, anybody can 
join in with comments which, we hope, may be useful to the makers. Indeed, 
Mr.Toyama has said in his letter that our 'suggestions and advice will be much 
appreciated'. 

What is important is that at last we have an inexpensive (I assume, since it is 
plastic), accurate (they say, and if anyone wishes to measure one in more detail 
than I have done below, and compare It with plans of an original, both are here), 
baroque traverso at A=415. 

The Stanesby is white plastic, with silver coloured mounts and key, and is stamped 
on all joints STANESBY / IUNIOR (and AULOS / JAPAN on the back of the head 
joint). The stamps are correctly aligned so that when they are lined up, the 
embouchure is offset to the near side, as it always is on Stanesby's traversos. The 
material is not quite as smooth and polished as ivory is, which is rather a pity — 
it feels more like wood, and this does slightly spoil the effect. The weight is very 
close to the original, Judging by balancing one in each hand. The embouchure looks 
and feels right (my original has been enlarged). The lower body and foot joints 
are the same lengths as my original, though the lowest finger hole on the Aulos is 
slightly lower and slightly smaller than on mine. My head and upper body have 
both been cut down, and the foot may have been opened slightly. 

Bore diameters: 

Head tenon 
Upper body tenon 
Lower body tenon 
End of foot 

Aulos 

18.9 
15.2 
13.2 
13.4 

My Original 

18.9 mm 
15.1 x 15.35 
13.25 
13.65 

The fingerholes on the Aulos are well undercut, as they are on my original, but the 
outer edges of the holes on the Aulos are very sharp; I suspect that the sound 
would be much Improved if they were slightly smoothed and rounded; my original is 
very worn, of course, but sharp edges don't help even when the instrument Is new. 
I'm surprised that they bothered to finish the embouchure nicely but not the finger-
holes. Bob Marvin, who dropped in the other day, commented that the ends of the 
tenons were too sharp, too; again those on the original are very slightly softened. 

The fingering chart that comes with the instrument gives different fingerings for W 
and b enharmonics and explains that these were different in the Baroque period. It 
has no space to go into detail on the vagaries of meantone and other temperaments. 

The spring is attached to the 'ivory' (SATI) but the axle is a fine screw, not a 
push pin. 

The instrument comes in a good, fitted case, with a zipped canvas outer cover with 
two canvas handles, and a stout cardboard box overall. The case fits so well that 
if you leave the fingering chart in it, instead of in the box, you'll have trouble 
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closing it. I wish I knew what the price was, for it seems a really good buy. It 
sounds well when I blow it, and appears to be pretty well at 415. Unless a better 
player than I am finds It grossly out of tune (which I doubt), there's nothing that 
can't be remedied in the usual ways. 

The recorders are rather a different kettle of fish. There is nothing on them, nor 
on their fingering charts, to suggest that they are Haka copies; I have listed them 
so because this is what Mr.Toyama says in his letter. Both simply have the usual 
Aulos stamp in gold. They are of wood grain plastic, with 'ivory' mounts, and feel 
quite like wood under the hand, more so than is usual with plastic instruments. 
Both are at A=440. Both have double fingerholes for the lower ring and little 
fingers, with sharply different diameters. The construction Is much as on the older 
models, with a tenon fitting into a slot between two elements of the socket. This 
may not be authentic, but it is probably the best method with plastic. Like the 
traverso, the fingerholes are all sharp-edged on the outside, but they look to be 
sharp on the inside as well. There doesn't seem to be any sign of undercutting. 
The bore is a mirror polish. 

Where these score is in their tone quality, which is very different from that of the 
older Aulos instruments, with strong wind hiss, especially when strongly blown, as 
they can be without breaking up an octave. This would appear to be the only result 
of copying a Haka, if copies they are. This is a pity. There is a real need for 
cheap Baroque recorders at Baroque pitch (I suppose that we'll have to accept 415 in 
this respect; there wouldn't be much demand for 408 or 392) and with real Baroque 
fingering. 

Let us hope that if the Stanesby traverso sells well (there is also a pair of 
Grenser copies, but they, like the recorders, are both at A=440), Mr.Toyama will 
find it worthwhile to produce real Baroque recorders. Many of us, I think, would 
agree (even if we did so only quietly among ourselves) that a good, well-made and 
well-tuned plastic instrument is better than a lot of the high-priced wooden so-
called copies on the market. But it does have to be at a usable pitch and with the 
right fingering system. I hope that the traverso will prove to be one of these, and 
I only wish that the recorders were, too, so that the next generation could get a 
head start without taking out a bank loan. To get schools playing at any Baroque 
pitch and in Baroque style would be wonderful. At least they can now do so on 
traverso. Let's hope that they will soon be able to on flauti as well. 

Now who will do us the same thing with viols and lute? 
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foMRKl Co**. 9 & 7 Lewis Jones 

The Aulos Baroque Flute and Descant and Treble Recorders; 
a Review. 

These instruments are clearly intended for different uses 
and players. The recorders, though apparently based to some 
degree upon instruments by Richard Haka (c. 1700) , are at 
modern pitch and play with modern 'English' (Dolmetsch) 
fingerings. The flute is much closer to an eighteenth-
century design, and plays with contemporary fingerings at a' 
= 415 Hz. 

The Baroque Flute 

The flute is a good musical instrument. It can give a clear 
tone troughout its range and is well in tune. It is based 
upon one of the ivory instruments, decorated with silver 
rings, which were made by Stanesby Junior during the second 
quarter of the eighteenth century. Characterised by a wide 
head-joint bore and small holes, these seem not to vary 
greatly. The particular example used as a model is now 
owned by Masahiro Arita, who supervised its reproduction in 
Japan. A cursory comparison of the Aulos flute with the 
measurements of three such flutes I have to hand suggests 
that it. comes commendably close to the originals. 

The flute is made of an ivory-coloured plastic, whose 
density also seems to be close to that of ivory. It is 
smooth inside and slightly textured on the outside, hinting 
at the character of the natural material, and giving a 
satisfying appearance and comfortable feel. The only 
serious blemishes are two slight moulding seams which run 
the length of the instrument, and a small circular 
indentation at the back of each of the upper three joints. 
I wonder whether it might have been possible to hide these 
under the decorative metal rings. On the instrument 
examined, hole 4 has a small pock mark half way down its 
wall, as if caused by an ait bubble. Each piece is stamped 
STANESBY / JUNIOR in imitation of the maker's own mark, with 
AULOS / JAPAN at the back of the head joint. 

The key is of an unknown metal, apparently plated, and works 
well. The touchpiece is backed with cork to quieten it, and 
the flat cover is almost completely recessed, which reduces 
the chance of damage to the smooth leather pad. The spring, 
which looks like bronze, is ingeniously hooked around the 
axle, which is itself threaded into the plastic and can be 
removed with a jeweller's screwdriver. The seal is 
excellent, and the whole assembly should give many years of 
trouble free use. The cork cap and four rings are of a 
similar looking metal, and seem to be securely fixed in 



place. I could not remove the cap with reasonable force, 
which raises the question as to whether the makers intend 
that the cork should ever be moved. We know from Quantz 
that this was routinely done — even between movements — by 
some players, but the present position (25 mm from face to 
mouth-hole centre) puts the octaves admirably well in tune, 
and they may feel that there is no need. 

The tenons are unlapped and fit precisely in the sockets. A 
small container of grease is provided, and with a smear of 
this they slide together easily and can be pulled out for 
tuning. Like the tenons of a silver flute, these need to be 
protected when the instrument is disassembled, and plastic 
sleeves are provided. As on the parent instrument, all the 
tenons'point downwards. 

The mouth-hole (8.8 by 8.5 mm) and fingerholes are formed 
with greater attention to detail than I have seen on other 
plastic wind instruments. They are undercut, combining an 
outer cylindrical chimney with a more or less conical 
chamber which communicates with the bore. The general 
extent and angle of the undercutting seems to match that of 
the originals, but I have reservations about the sharpness 
of the edges left both at the top and bottom of the holes, 
and between the two angles forming the hole wall. The mouth 
hole, particularly, has distinct ridges at the outer and 
inner limits of the cone, as if internal and external parts 
of the mould had not met precisely. The transverse section 
through the more acutely undercut fingerholes ends in a 
second cylindrical part, introducing two edges, rather than 
the gentle merging of the hole wall with the bore found in 
Stanesby's own work. 

Aulos: jĵ - 1 | -~_̂  Typical 
Stanesby: C ? ^ 

The steps between the sockets and the bore are slightly 
rounded, but the aris at the bottom of the foot joint bore, 
and at the bottom of each tenon, is much sharper than I 
associate with eighteenth-century instruments. 

Playing Quality 

Stanesby's flutes are not particularly loud, but are notable 
for the evenness and gentle beauty of their sound, and 
especially for the stability and quality of their cross-
fingered notes. The present vogue amongst players, when a 
general purpose 'baroque flute' is needed, seems to be for a 
Continental instrument of the same period, such as a 
Rottenburgh, perhaps because of the ease with which they 
speak, and because the high notes tend to be better than on 
the wider-bored English instruments. In fact, neither 



Rottenburgh nor Stanesby Junior has a strong claim to be 
associated with the origins of what we now regard as the 
finest of eighteenth-century flute music, but both were 
distinguished and prolific makers in important and 
cosmopolitan musical centres. 

The Aulos instrument speaks fairly well, producing a light, 
clear and colourful sound in the second and third octaves. 
In the lower register the tone is less rich than with many 
instruments of wood and ivory, but with a muscular 
embouchure it is possible to produce a tone of considerable 
power, which balances well with the rest of the instrument. 

The tuning is excellent. The two fingerings for d'1' are 
within a couple of cents of one another, and d'1 is a true 
octave lower. The octave to d' is 10 cents or so wide with 
the present cork position, but that is an improvement upon 
the original Stanesby instruments I have played. 

As with Stanesby Junior's instruments, the intervals of the 
scale are rather closer to those of equal temperament than 
is the case with most earlier eighteenth-century flutes. 
Without adjustment, the two fingerings for f sharp'' (or g 
flat'') differ by about 38 cents (approximating to the 
enharmonic diesis in quarter-comma temperament), but both of 
these are customarily humoured a little. The interval 
between a sharp'' (1-3 ) and b flat'' (12-456k) is about 
22 cents, corresponding to Quant.z' s enharmonic comma of one 
ninth of a tone. The normal f sharp'' (1234—k) is high 
enough to be used alongside g sharp'' (12-4-6k) without 
discomfort for player or listener. Of the high notes, f'' 
is 10 or 15 cents flat, and g''' 10 cents sharp. More 
seriously awry is a'1', which it is difficult to play less 
than 20 cents sharp. 

The tuning of few modern hand made instruments is as good, 
and apart from the final note of the Allemande of Bach's a 
minor Partita, this tuninq will serve well for most music up 
to 1770 or so. 

Adjust ment s to t he Inst r umenl 

Experience with wooden instruments has shown that the 
sharpness of the edges of the mouth-hole and fingerholes has 
a pronounced bearing upon the high-frequency noise 
component of flute tone. Though the original condition of 
the holes of eighteenth-century instruments is often 
obscured by wear, it is clear that few started with sharp 
edges like those of the Aulos flute, or of so many other 
modern copies. I decided to see what could be done by 
softening the edges a little. 
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I first removed the ridges of plastic at the inner edge of 
the mouth-hole, and where the cylindrical chimney meets the 
cone, which I think must be regarded as manufacturing 
defects rather than features of the design. The tone became 
clearer and more stable, especially that of the lowest 
notes. I then slightly chamfered the outer, middle and 
inner arises of the mouth hole, taking a fine curl of 
plastic with a sharp, rigid knife, and rounded them using a 
stiff roll of fine wet-or-dry paper. The sound became 
gentler and purer without losing strength. The same process 
was then repeated for all the fingerholes, and at the bottom 
of the bore. The plastic is remarkably tough, and cuts 
evenly, without chattering, with a knife. 

The resulting tone, overall, is closer to that of Stanesby's 
own instruments, sweeter, and with much less sibilant noise. 
The change in the effective size of the holes is so slight 
as to have a negligible effect upon the tuning. The 
longitudinal moulding ridges can also be scraped away using 
a sharp blade. 

Purchasers of instruments of this sort are likely to include 
students and amateurs interested in hearing the music they 
play sound as well as possible. It would be a shame if the 
obvious economies of mass producing instruments in this way 
were to lead, as they have done with other instruments, to 
their working significantly less well than they could and 
should. Great care has gone into the design and manufacture 
of the Aulos flute, and since the effect of perhaps half an 
hour's work upon the instrument can be remarkable, I suggest 
that something along these lines should really form part of 
the finishing procedure for each instrument. 

The price of the Aulos flute is unknown, but at any price 
less than that of a good wooden instrument, it must be 
regarded as preferable to all badly tuned wooden 
instruments. If a little better finished, and with a 
removable cap, there would be every reason for it to command 
a higher price than any wooden instrument inferior to it in 
tone or tuning — and there are many. 

Case and Fingering Chart 

The instrument comes in a good strong leatherette-covered 
case with metal clasps and fittings. There is also a 
cleaning rod. A fingering chart is provided which is 
adequate for the lower octaves, but which omits several of 
the essential alternatives from c''' upwards. Most 
important are -2-45- for c''', and -234—k for c sharp''' 
and d flat'1'. The fingering 12-4—k for the weak note £'" 
is already a little flat, so it is difficult to account for 
the implied preference for half-covering hole 5 (which 
further flattens the pitch), especially as any resulting 
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FoMRHI Comm. No 968 

The Early 16th-century Italian Short Octave 

April 1990 

Denzil Wraight 

This paper comes as an explanatory footnote to my article on 
the 1515 Vincentius harpsichord (1), where I suggested that 
this harpsichord probably was made with the compass C/E-f'11. 
Within the length of the article it was not possible to delve 
into all aspects of possibility or probability and Nicolas 
Meeus duly picked me up on the idea (2) that a C-short octave, 
i.e., a compass starting on C and diatonic throughout the first 
octave with B flat as the first 'accidental', could have been 
used as early as 1515. His own investigations (3) revealed that 
the earliest document which clearly refers to a short octave 
(for an organ) is dated 1542 and that the short octave is not 
mentioned in Italian treatises before the 1590's. I would like 
to substantiate the claim that the short octave was in use on 
string keyboard instruments in Italy before the 1540s, and 
conceivably as early as 1515, the date of the earliest 
surviving harpsichord. 

Nicolas Meeus' thesis was mostly concerned with documents, 
while I have been looking at the surviving instruments. Whereas 
both documents and instruments are not 'facts' and require 
interpretation, in many instances the instruments are at a 
disadvantage of having suffered a number of modifications in 
the course of their lifetime, which considerably increases the 
difficulty of interpretation. The observer of the available 
published evidence on early Italian harpsichords and virginals 
is entitled to be pessimistic about the chances of our being 
able to win much reliable information from them. 

When I write that the short octave occurs before the 1540s, I 
mean that a pattern of keys occurs starting on an apparent E 
and proceeding, apparently chromatically, to c. It may be 
objected that this does not tell us how the strings for these 
keys were tuned, and this is unavoidably correct. However, when 
one considers the history of the development of the keyboard 
and its music in the 15th and 16th century, practical 
commonsense suggests that the apparent F# and G# were more 
likely tuned diatonically for D and E than to include F# and 
G#. 

We should distinguish at the outset between virginals and 
harpsichords, since virginals were only infrequently modified 
whereas I have still not yet examined a 16th-century Italian 
harpsichord which has not been altered in respect of the 
keyboard, scaling or disposition. In view of the large number 
of alterations to instruments, I have refrained from publishing 
any survey of the earliest compasses until my own examination 
of instruments had been undertaken. The following list of 
instruments will be briefly discussed: only original compasses 
are given and any doubtful ascription is set in inverted commas 
(4). 
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Polygonal Virginals 

W143 
W204 
W136 
W9 
W97 

"1522 
1523 
"1527 
1537 
1540 

Harpsichords 

W278 
W166 
W294 
W262 
W96 
W265 
W98 

1515 
1521 
1530 
1531 
1533 
1538 
1543 

Virginals 

Giuseppe d'Organo" 
Francisci de Portalupis 
Francisci Patavini" 
Ioannis Francisci Antegnati 
Dominicus Pisaurensis 

Vincentius 
Hieronymus Bononiensis 
Alexandri Trasuntini 
Alexandri Trasuntini 
Dominicus Pisaurensis 
Alexander Trasuntini 
Dominicus Pisaurensis 

F , G , A - c ' ' • 
C / E - f ' ' ' 
C / E - g ' ' , a ' 
F , G , A - f • • ' 
C / E - f ' ' 

C / E - f 
C / E - f 
C / E - f 
C / E - f 
C / E - f 
C / E - f 
C / E - g ' 

'(?) 
'(?) 
i 

i 

i 

,a 

W143. This instrument (5) would be the oddest dated virginals, 
but the inscription is dubious and I would not accept it as 
genuine, although the instrument is certainly of 16th-century 
origin and not from the 18th century as maintained by the 
museum catalogue. For this reason the date of the instrument 
cannot be used to establish the occurrence of any short octave. 
The compass starts on F,G,A- and was later altered to the 
present C/E-c ' '' (6). 

W204 The virginal (7) with the inscription 'FRANCISCI DE 
PORTALUPIS VERONEN OPUS MDXXIII' is the earliest-known string 
keyboard instrument with a reliable ascription and definable 
original state. It has an elaborate casework of ebony veneer 
on cypress with inset, decorative ivory work. The inscription 
on the removable nameboard is executed in the same style and 
with the same materials so that if the inscription were a fake 
it is the most elaborate and competant I have seen. I believe 
the inscription to be genuine. The compass is now C/E-f'' and 
the keyboard shows no signs of having been rebuilt or taken 
from another instrument. However, it is possible in this 
instance to remove even the shadow of Cartesian doubt about the 
keyboard's originality. It would be reasonable to expect to 
find an F,G,A-f'' (47-note) compass in such an early 
instrument; there are certainly examples of them in other 
instruments of this period, which have been modified later to 
give C/E-f'' keyboards (e.g. Antegnato discussed later). Here, 
there is evidence from the soundboard that the instrument 
always had a 50-note range and that the scaling was set out at 
the f notes. This was the usual 16th-century practice, whereby 
the bridge was located on the soundboard at each f note (8) 
Indeed, the practice was so widespread that where such marks 
occur on 16th-century instruments, it is a virtual certainty 
that they were for the f notes, and not, for example, for the c 
notes, as occurs in later instruments. These marks are visible 
and correspond to the f notes of the present keyboard. Had thfe 
original range of the instrument been F,G,A-f'• (47 notes) or 
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F-f'' (49 notes), then we would expect to find some 
indications of alterations to the jackslide and bridge pinning, 
but there are no such signs. The F-f * ' chromatic compass is 
unlikely at this early date, but a possibility which could be 
considered is F,G,A-g,,,

f a''' (i.e. no g#' ' ' ) which has 50 
notes. If this were the original compass, then it would mean 
that the builder set out the scaling at the a''' and all g# 
notes, which is so unlikely that it can be ruled out. Thus, it 
is quite clear that the Franciscus virginal is in its original 
condition. 

W136 A small polygonal virginals bearing the inscription 
'FRANCISCI PATAVINI DICTI HONGARI MDXXVII' (9) has been cited 
as being the oldest instrument with a compass C/E-c*''. (10) 
This keyboard has also been altered: it always started on C/E, 
but reached originally only to g'^a''. (11) It is possible 
that the execution of the inscription in ink on the nameboard 
is genuine, but it is not as well written as on many genuine 
instruments. There is no similarity between the mouldings of 
this instrument and the harpsichord attributed to 'Francisci 
Patavini Dicti Ongaro 1561' (12). Another polygonal virginal is 
known (13) which carries an attribution to Franciscus, which 
inscription reads 'FRANCISCI PATAVINI DICTI HONGARO MDLII'. The 
mouldings of this instrument have no similarity to either of 
the other two Franciscus instruments. Although the nameboard is 
a later replacement, it is interesting to note that the form of 
the inscription matches that of the other two instruments, but 
this does not help us in the search for the authenticity of the 
•1527' instrument. Both of these virginals have the same form 
of cheek, albeit of different size, but there are no other 
features which could link the instruments. The conclusion must 
be that the attribution to Franciscus is unreliable. 

W9 The virginal with a nameboard bearing the inscription ' DD 
OPUS IOANNIS FRANCISCI ANTEGNATI BRIXIANI MDXXXVII' can be 
reliably attributed to Antegnato even though the nameboard 
appears to have been taken from another instrument (14). As 
John Barnes determined in 1965, the original compass was F,G,A-
f''' (15). 

W97 The next virginal which yields any reliable information is 
the 1540 Dominicus Pisaurensis (16). The keyboard is original 
with the compass C/E-f''. 

There are some other instruments for the period between 1523 
and 1540, but the description of these is complicated and 
unnecessary to the thesis presented here, namely, that the use 
of the short octave in virginals can be established for a 
period before 1540. 

Harpsichords 

W166 The Hieronymus harpsichord (17) is an extremely difficult 
instrument to interpret, but William Debenham's finding of 50 
original bridge pins leads to the conclusion that the original 
compass was probably C/E-f'''. Although this is a likely 
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compass, it is best to add a question mark to this 
interpretation, in order not to place undue reliance upon the 
conclusion. 

W294 The earliest, signed Venetian harpsichord known to me was 
made by Alessandro Trasuntino in 1530; it has been in private 
ownership in Italy by the same family since about 1700. That 
the present, GG/BB-c''' keyboard is not original is testified 
by the rebuilder's name and date found in the instrument: 
Goccini, 1704. This instrument also has the f-note marks at the 
bridges mentioned earlier, which reveals an original compass of 
C/E-f • • . 

W262 The evidence in the 1531 Alessandro Trasuntino (18) is 
less clear as to the original compass, but given the 
modifications carried out and the history of 16th-century 
Venetian harpsichords, there is a strong presumption that this 
also had a C/E-f'' compass. 

W96 The 1533 Dominicus Pisaurensis (19) has a C/E-f 1' compass 
which is original. 

W265 A further harpsichord by Alessandro Trasuntino of 1538 
(20) also has the f-construction marks so that we can safely 
conclude it too had a C/E-f'' compass. 

Without even considering the more involved questions of whether 
the 1515 Vincentius and 1521 Hieronymus had a C short octave, 
it is abundantly clear by now that the short octave was in use 
in the 1530s in Venice and from the single example of the 
Franciscus virginal, was made by 1523 in Verona. 

It is possibly an unhealthy desire for Order to suppose that 
there was in fact a uniform march of progress, with all early 
16th-century keyboards having F,G,A- compasses and all later 
ones C short octaves. As we have seen, the 1537 Antegnato 
virginal was built with an F,G,A- bass octave at a time when 
C/E- octaves had already been built; this might reflect the 
difference between the musical environment in Venice and around 
Brescia. There is indeed some evidence to show that F,G,A-
octaves were built during the second half of the 16th century, 
at a time when almost without exception C short octaves were 
used in Italian string keyboard instruments. I have attributed 
an unsigned harpsichord in Stockholm (21) to Dominicus 
Pisaurensis and details of the mouldings of this and other 
Dominicus instruments suggest that it was built between 1563 
and 1570. By this date, Dominicus had already constructed 
several other instruments with a C short octave. 

According to William Debenham's detailed examination of the 
Hieronymus harpsichord, there were originally 50 notes in the 
compass. It is probable that the Vincentius harpsichord had a 
50-note compass, but this can only be extrapolated from a 
surviving piece of jackslide with 11 slots. The gap between 
knowing that a compass had 50 notes to inferring that the 
compass was C/E-f'' is a large one and can only be justified 
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by the probability that C/E-f'1 was used, rather than any 
other compass with 50 notes. Taken in the context of the 
history of the early 16th-century instruments, is not 
impossible; our difficulty is to decide whether it is the most 
likely answer. 

A 50-note compass might have had the range F,G,A-g•'' , a' '', as 
Nicolas Meeds suggested to me could have been a more likely 
compass for the Vincentius (22). There is no evidence for this 
compass in string keyboard instruments, although it is known 
from an organ contract (23). As we have seen above, F,G,A-
g^^a''' could not have been the original compass of the 
Franciscus 1523 virginal. On the one hand, this suggestion 
appears to have the merit of fitting more closely the range of 
written music, since a C is not required in the early 16th 
century. On the other hand, this argument runs into the 
difficulty that there was no call for a''' and hardly any call 
for f'' in written music, yet, as we have seen, there were 
many compasses reaching to f ''. Indeed, C/E-f'' is the most 
common 16th-century compass. 

Appeals to written music as evidence of what compasses should 
have been required, reveal our inadequate understanding of the 
use of these early instruments. We are now back in the mire of 
16th-century Italian string keyboard instruments: what is the 
relationship between keyboard range and the range of written 
music and how does the question of pitch range fit into this? 

Ramos mentions (24) that he had encountered a string keyboard 
instrument in Bologna with a D as its first note. The 
clavicytherium in the Donaldson Collection, Royal College of 
Music, London has (25) enough notes in the bass octave to 
construct a diatonic octave with B flat, just as we find in the 
C short octave. The key order is of course, quite different, 
but that may only be an incidental feature, an indication that 
the C short octave had not gained any established pattern of 
black and white keys at this date. These details and the fact 
of the use of C/E-f' ' ' as early as 1523 make it plausible to 
suppose that a note as low as C could have been incorporated in 
a harpsichord around 1515. 

In any event, I believe I have established that the C short 
octave was in use in string keyboard instruments in Italy at 
least as early as 1523 in a virginal and in harpsichords by the 
1530s, should it be thought necessary to prise a distinction 
between the two types of instruments. Clearly it is not 
possible to prove that the short octave was in use in 1515, but 
the leap from 1515 to 1523 is not a large one. Further progress 
on this problem may be helped by understanding better the 
development of the early keyboard in the 15th century, but I 
believe the possibility that the C short octave could have been 
used circa 1515 is now clearly established. 
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Footnotes. 

1. Early Music, xiv (1986), p 534. This note is a revised 
version of a paper read at the London Early Music Conference in 
1988. 
2. Private communication. I would like to record my thanks to 
Nicolas Meeds for the stimulating discussions of these 
problems. 
3. PhD thesis, 'La naissance de 1'octave courte et ses 
differents formes au 16e siecle', Universite de Louvain, 1971 
4. The W-numbers are those assigned to the instruments in my 
own catalogue of Italian instruments as a means of unambiguous, 
and shorthand reference. 
5. Museo Civico, Padova. It appears to have been overlooked, or 
not considered authentic and for this reason omitted, by John 
Van der Meer in his 'Studien zum Cembalobau in Italien' in 
Festschrift fur Ernst Emsheimer, Stockholm, 1974 and in 
'Clavicembali and Spinette dal XVI al XIX Secolo', Bologna 
1986, which is a catalogue of the Tagliavini Collection, as 
also by Hubert Henkel, 'Beitrage zum historischen Cembalobau', 
Leipzig 1979. It is mentioned in Donald Boalch 'The Makers of 
the Harpsichord and Clavichord' Oxford 1974, p 51 and Raymond 
Russell, 'The Harpsichord and Clavichord' London 2/1973, p 27 
6. cf Boalch op. cit., p 51. 
7. Musee Instrumental, CNSM, Paris. 
8. A discussion of this practice occurs in 'II Cembalo Italiano 
al Tempo di Frescobaldi: 'Problemi relativi alia misurazione 
delle Corde e alia Tastiera' in Girolamo Frescobaldi nel IV 
Centenario della Nascita: Vol 10 of Quaderni della Rivista 
Italiana di Musicologia (RIM), Florence 1986, edited by Sergio 
Durante and Dinko Fabris and also in 'The Conservation of 
Keyboard Instruments' in Per Una Carta Europea del Restauro, 
Vol 15 of Quaderni della RIM, Florence 1987, edited by Elena 
Ferrari Barassi and Marinella Laini. 
9. This is the correct inscription as is recorded by Boalch op. 
cit. p 45, but an incorrect version in the nominative form is 
given by Van der Meer, op. cit. 'Clavicembali...' p 46. The 
genitive form is quite common, with the sense 'The work OF 
Franciscus Patavinus called the Hungarian'. Usually 'The work 
(opus)' is taken as understood and not written, but the 1537 
Antegnato insciption is an exception: 'Opus Ioannis Francisci 
Antegnati.. . ' where it is written in full. There is no 
particular significance in one form or the other, but faked 
inscriptions may be in a form which the maker did not 
habitually use. In these circumstances, an unusual form of the 
inscription could be taken as an indication of fakery, if no 
other clues were present. I am obliged to John Barnes for 
helping me clarify my thoughts on this point. 
10. Van der Meer op. cit. footnote 10. 
11. The oldest instrument presently known to me with a C/E-c''' 
compass is the virginal attributed to Rossi, 1542 in private 
ownership in the USA. The 1543 clavichord made by Dominicus 
Pisaurensis, Musikinstrumenten-Museum, Karl-Marx-Universitat, 
Leipzig, is the second oldest. 
12. Boalch op. cit. p 45; the nameboard has been lost and so 
the inscription cannot be checked. 
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13. In the conservatory 'Benedetto Marcello' in Venice. I would 
like to record my thanks to Elsa Bolzanello and Marinella Laini 
for their help in gaining access to this instrument. 
14. A study of the Antegnato instrument was lodged with the 
Victoria _ Albert Museum in 1983. 
15. See 'Catalogue of Musical Instruments, Vol I, Keyboard 
Instruments, London 1985, Howard Schott, p 18. 
16. Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg. 
17. Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
18. Donaldson Collection, Royal College of Music, London. 
19. Musikinstrumenten-Museum, Karl-Marx-Universitat, Leipzig. 
20. Musee Instrumental, Conservatoire Royale, Brussels. 
21. W437; Stiftelsen Musikkulturens Framjande, Stockholm. I 
would like to thank Grant O'Brien for drawing my attention to 
this instrument, and Goran Grahn for his assistance in gaining 
access to it. Details of this and other Dominicus instruments 
will be discussed in 'The Identification and Authentication of 
Italian String Keyboard Instruments', in The Historical 
Harpsichord: Essays in Honor of Frank Hubbard, edited by Howard 
Schott, Pendragon Press (in press). 
22. Private communication. 
23. Information kindly supplied by Nicolas Meeds. 
24. Musica Pratica, Bologna, 1482. 
25. As I have suggested in the Grove paperback, 'Early Keyboard 
Instruments', London 1989, p 181. 
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improvement in the ease of speach of the note is marginal. 
Not everyone, incidentally, would accept the unqualified 
claim that 'Stanesby Junior was the most distinguished 
woodwind instrument maker in the eighteenth century'. 

The Recorders 

These are good, unpretentious, modern (neo-baroque) 
instruments in f and c'', with double holes, English 
fingerings and no undercutting. The windways are arched but 
remarkably high, giving little support to the airstream. 
They are well in tune, essentially in equal temperament. 
The design achieves secure and well tuned high notes rather 
at the expense of rich and stable low notes. The material 
is- a dark brown plastic with a wood grain finish reminiscent 
of rosewood. The beak and wide rings at the foot and 
sockets are of a shiny cream plastic, too pink to look like 
new ivory. These are amongst the best plastic recorders I 
have tried. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 9 6 9 Thomas McGeary 

Viennese Fortepiano Tuning and Maintenance Manuals: A Checklist 

The revival of the fortepiano and performance of music of the classic period upon it 
is now well established. However, much of the documentation about the fortepiano 
from contemporary sources remains unknown or unavailable to builders, scholars, or 
performers. It is noteworthy that, at least in German speaking areas, the intro
duction and popularity of die fortepiano was accompanied by numerous pamphlets 
and treatises aimed at die new owners. These manuals—often published by forte
piano manufacturers themselves—give advice on tuning, maintenance, repairs, place
ment and unpacking of instruments, and so forth. 

The following checklist gives uhose publications devoted to keyboard instrument 
tuning and maintenance (some include harpsichord and clavichord as well) for the 
period 1780-1840. For surveys and studies of aspects of these sources, see Thomas 
McGeary, "German-Austrian Keyboard Temperaments and Tuning Methods, 1770-
1840: Evidence from Contemporary Sources," Journal of the American Musical In
strument Society, vol. 15 (1989) and Stewart Pollens, "Early Nineteenth Century 
German Language Works on Piano Making: A Review of Published Information 
Concerning the Stringing, Tuning, and Adjustment of the Fortepiano," Early Key
board Journal, vol. 8 (1990). 

1780 Fritz, Barthold. Anweisung, wie man Claviere, Clavecins, und Orgeln, 
nach einer mechanischen Art, in alien zwolf Tonen gleich rein stimmen 
konne .... Dritte vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage (Leipzig, 1780). First 
and second editions in 1756 and 1757; later eds. in 1799 and ca. 1800. 

1801 Biittner, Joseph, and Ernst Nachersberg. Stinvnbuch, oder vielmehr: An
weisung wie jeder Liebhaber sein Clavier instrument, sey es ubrigens ein 
Saiten- oder ein Pfeifenwerk, selbst repariren und also auch stimmen 
konne (Breslau and Leipzig, 1801). Second edition in 1804. 

1801 Streicher, Andreas. Kurze Bemerkungen iiber das Spielen, Stimmen und 
Erhalten der Fortepiano, welche von Nannette Streicher, geboret Stein in 
Wien verfertiget werden. Ausschliessend nur fur die Besitzer dieser In-
strumente aufgesetzt, von Andreas Streicher (Vienna, 1801). Facsimile 
edition with introduction by Dirk Hamoen: (The Hague: K. Lelieveld, 
1979); translated with an introduction by Preetiii de Silva as Brief 
Remarks on the Playing, Tuning, and Care of Fortepianos (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan: Early Music Facsimiles, 1983). 

1802 Lemme, Karl. Anweisung und Regeln zu einer zweckmafiigen Behandlung 
englisher und teutscher Pianoforte's und Klaviere (Brunswick, 1802). 
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1803 Weller, August Heinrich. Versuche einer Anleitung Klaviere und Orgeln 
auf eine leichtere ... Art als auf die gewohnliche des Quintenzirkels, 
gleichschwebend zu temperiren (Leipzig, 1803). 

1805 Gall, — (compiler). Clavier-Stimmbuch oder deutliche Anweisung wie je-
der Musikfreund sein Clavier-Flixgel, Fortepiano und Flugel-Fortepiano 
selbst stimmen, repariren, und bestmoglichst gut erhalten konne (Vienna, 
1805). 

1807 Abbe" Voglers, grundliche Anleitung zum Clavier stimmen, fur die, welche 
gutes Gehohr haben. Nebst einer neuen Anzeige, jedes Saiteninstrument 
vortheilhaft und richtig zu beziehen (Stuttgart, 1807). Attributed to 
George Joseph Vogler, but the treatise contains only excerpts from 
Biittner and Nachersberg. 

1817 Thon, Christian F. G. Ueber Klavierinstrumente, deren Ankauf, Behand-
lung und Stimmung. Ein nothwendiges Handbuch fur jeden Besitzer dieser 
Art Metallsaiteninstrument (Sondershausen, 1817). Later edition in 1825; 
reissued in 1836 as Abhandlung iiber Klavier-Saiten-Instrument, and in 
1843 as vol. 89 of the Neuer Schauplatz der Kunste und Handwerke. 

1822 Harder, August. Leichter und fasslicher Unterricht das Pianoforte zu 
stimmen (Leipzig, 1822). Second edition in 1829. 

1824 Dieudonne and Schiedmayer. Kurze Anleitung zu einer richtigen Kenntnifi 
und Behandlung der Forte-Pianos in Beziehung auf das Spielen, Stimmen 
und Erhalten derselben, besonders derer, welche in der Werkstdtte von 
Dieudonne und Schiedmayer in Stuttgart verfertigt werden (Stuttgart, 
1824). 

1826 Schneider, —. Grundliche Anleitung zum Clavier stimmen fur diejenigen, 
welche ein gutes Gehor haben (Dillingen, 1826). 

1827 Lehmann, Johann Traugott. Grundliches vollstandiges und leichtfafiliches 
Stimmsystem, oder Anweisung wie Jeder Fortepiano- oder Klavierinstru
mente auf die beste und leichteste Art, rein und richtig, in kurzer Zeit 
stimmen lernen kann (Leipzig, 1827). 

1833 Hauser, Johann Emst. Kurze fafilicher Anweisung zum Stimmen des Forte
piano (Quedlinberg, 1833). 

1837 Schwinning, Fr. C. Hulfsbuchlcin fur Pianoforte-Besitzer, urn Instrumente 
richtig zu bchandcln, den verschieden Stockungen und Storungen in der 
Mechanik abzuhelfcn und fassliche Anweisung, Pianoforte richtig und 
sichcr zu stimmen, und Darstcllung der Scheiblcrschcn Stimmmethode, so 
wcit es fur Hire practische Anwendung erforderlich ist (Quedlinberg and 
Leipzig, 1837). 
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Bernhard SCHULTZE, 
A Contact-free Woodwind Bore Measurement Tool. 

In Q.Nr.45(Oct.l986)Comm.752 Carry KARP write about no-contact-free measu
rement tools for woodwind instruments. He finished his summary with the 
hope of the "contact-free utopia". 
In the preworks for my book "Akustik und Rekonstruktion von Querfloten der 
Renaissance und des Barock", I measured during many years original flutes 
and so I was always confronted with this problematic. 
To-day I communicate my idea, how to realize it. 
The figure shows the principle. 
The shaft-horoscope (1) is the main thing and it is produced by a special 
industry (s.Lit.), but the mirror-tube (5) in which the boroscop is sliding 
is new. The distance rl from illuminated measurement point "A" to the mirror 
or prism (7) in the measured plane (10) is measured with micrometer-head 
(6). The mirror-tube (5) - in the height with a pinion positioning mechanism 
adjustable - linked with the stand. Each height (dip-deepness from 5 in the 
bore of the woodwind instrument Joint 17) you can read on the position scale. 
The joint (17) is standing on a (from hand) rotating plate with ballbearing 
(13). The angle position of the plate shows a 360° graduation (14) with index 
(15). In the example on the figure is rl by 0° and r2 by 180° measured. The 
diameter in this plane is also dA = rl+r2, (rl=r2 or rl£r2). With this prin
ciple all measurings can be made over the whole bore contact-free and with high 
precision and constant measuring fault. 
To the technical dates: 
The eff.min.diameter for (7):5-6 mm. The max.diameter for rl: observation-
distance of the objectiv (2),f.e.30 mm ./. 10 */. for (7). Dip-deepness from (5) 
f.e. 300 mm. Measuring fault = 2 x depth of focus from (2) I.e. 
+ 2x0,01 mm = +, 0,02 mm. 
With horoscope manufacturers (s.Lit.3,4) I contact and I hope, that later I can 

give news for the Q. 

Excuse my bad English. I hope you understand nevertheless mv idea. Perhaps you 

try to realize this tool. 

Literature: 
l.J. RELING, Industrielle Endoskopie, Bibliothek der Technik, Bd.25 (1988)DM9.80 
2.Prof.H.H. Hopkins.GB, for the special optic. 
3.Carl STORZ GmbH_Co.,Mittelstr. 8.D-72 Tuttlingen, BRD. 
4.OLYMPUS-OPTICAL Co.GmbH.,Vendenstr. 14-16.D-2 Hamburg. 
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A Conta«t-free Woodwind Bore 
Measuring Tool. 
Bernhard Schultae 

Pos. 
1 Shaft-Borescope 

with 0°-direct Direction 
of View. 

2 Interchangeable Objectivs 
with Fix Magnification, 
Observation-distance and 
Depth of Focus(=+Tolerance) 

3 Ocular with Diopter Adjust
ment 

k Field Lens (Prof.Hopkins) 

5 Mirror-tube 

6 Mikrometer Head, or Precision 
Miniature Stage Positioning 
with Dual Coarse/Fine Move
ment (Graduated) 

7 Mirror or Prism 

8 Illumination or Light Guide 
9 

10 Measuring Plane 

A Measuring Point 

11 Stand with Position Scale 

12 Precision .Rack and Pinion 
Positioning Mechanism 
for the Regulation of the 
Dip-Deepnes for Pos. 5 

13 Plate with Ballbearing 

14 360°-Scale 

15 Index 

16 Carriage 

17 Middle Joint of a Traverso 
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In the year, the Collection has been given instruments by Sir 
Gerald Elliot (a violin by HattheM Hardie dated 1 8 0 5 ) , Janes 
Blades, Raymond Parks and Mrs C Sharp. Some further items have 
been lent to the Collection, mostly by the Honorary Curator. 

A further purchase of percussion instruments has been made from 
James Blades, OBE. These are examples from the percussionist's 
'kit' of former times. In addition, one of the most widely heard 
of all musical instruments, the Chinese tam-tam used by Dr Blades 
over many years for recording the introduction to J. Arthur Rank 
films, Mas presented to the Collection by James Blades. 

The main activity has been the organisation of the exhibition 
Brass Roots: 150 years of Brass Bands in conjunction with the 
City of Bradford Art Galleries and Museums. The University's 
contribution has been most of the research and text origination; 
some of the planning and administration were also undertaken by 
the Honorary Curator. The exhibition has so far been shown in 
Bradford, Edinburgh and Llangollen. For the Edinburgh showing, a 
programme of gallery talks and two concerts were organised, 
Financial support for the Edinburgh showing was given by the 
Museums & Galleries Commission and the Hope Scott Trust. 

The Honorary Curator represented the University at the CIMCIM 
(The ICOM Committee on Musical Instrument Museums) meeting in The 
Hague. He is a member of the Documentation Working Group of 
CIMCIM. 

Plans for re-housing the Collection have progressed: building 
work was started on new premises immediately to the north of St 
Cecilia's Hall in Niddry Street. The plan to move to this new 
building has replaced the earlier plan to move the Collection to 
Morton House in Blackfriars Street. 

The Scottish Museums Council's Antiquities Conservation Officer 
undertook work on one of the instruments in the Collection, the 
work being grant-aided by the Council. 

The New Violin Octet was used for the first time in Edinburgh 
in a demonstration recital organised by Dr Christopher Field for 
the Galpin Society. The viola da gamba by Matthias and Auqustinus 
Kaiser purchased last year was played by Alison Crum in a concert 
organised by the Faculty of Music in June. 

Several brass instruments and drums have been lent in 
conjunction with the exhibition Brass Roots: 150 Years of Brass 
Bands which will be touring until the summer of 1990. A small 
number of violins were lent for an exhibition in Drymen organised 
by Stirling District Library Service. 

The Collection has been used for teaching purposes by 
University Staff,, in particular for courses in the Faculty of 
Music on the History of Instruments, Ethnomusicology and Musical 
Acoustics. Several parties, including the Galpin Society, have 
made organised visits, and various scholars and instrument makers 
have visited to study particular instruments. 
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FoMRHI Comm: 97 2. David Freeman 

Instrument Courses in Prague 

Further to Alec Loretto's Comm 953, I thought members might be interested in 
additional information about this course and future courses. 

As Alec says, he and Barbara came to Prague last year and held courses in 
renaissance flute and recorder making.He doesn't say how greatly we are indebted to 
both of them for their generosity in coming here for a "working holiday"! The British 
Council, thanks to the enthusiasm of Mr. Potts and Mr. Cunningham, kindly covered the 
greater part of the travelling costs as they have done again for this years courses. One of 
the exciting outcomes of this course has been the formation of the Society of Makers of 
Historical Musical Instruments which holds meetings every quarter. There are already 
over thirty members. 

It has also been encouraging to see that several students have now completed their 
second flute from the blanks that Barbara gave to the students. Also very exciting was the 
fact that a few days ago I received the first recorder made from 'scratch' by one of the 
students. With a little tuning, it was made quite useable and has in fact gone to Spain with 
one of the Medieval music groups from Prague, ARS CAMERALIS. The next one 
should 'iron out' most of the problems in this one and the maker will then have to try his 
hand at other sizes! One of my next tasks will be to try and get hold of cedar wood for 
block making on my next visit to UK, so any advice on this, costs and suppliers, would 
be very welcome. 

I think it is worth mentioning how surprised the students were at the friendliness 
and helpfulness of the tutors, who have now made eleven very good friends here in 
Czechoslovakia. The names of Barbara and Alec are heard frequently at the Makers' 
meetings. Mention should also be made of Jan Dejmal who very generously made his 
private workshop available for the course, building only just being finished in time. His 
help and the hospitality of his family helped to give the course a very friendly atmosphere 
that I know was much appreciated by both Barbara and Alec. 

Further to Alec's article on the Bressan bocal, I think it might be worth suggesting 
that a copy of the January bulletin be sent to the National Museum in Prague - Museum of 
Czech Music. I know that in the past the museum has not always received 
acknowledgement for the work of it's staff in helping visitors from the "West" and also 
that bills for microfilms have often been left unpaid. This has left a rather sour taste 
obviously and this seems a good way of starting to put this right at a time of renewal for 
the country as a whole. I know that copies of measurements will be welcome. 

For this year we are running a Flute Making Course again with Barbara as well as a 
Flute 'Back-up' Course for last years students. To consolidate the making, Nancy 
Hadden is very kindly coming out to hold a Playing Workshop for renaissance (and 
possibly baroque ) flutes. This will again be in Jan Dejmal's workshops, with the Playing 
course held nearby. 

In addition to the above courses we will be holding a Viola da Gamba Seminar. A 
deliberately vague title as the format will depend very much on the students. There will be 
both professional makers as well as complete beginners. We are very grateful to Michael 
and Pat Plant who are coming out for this course. It will be held in the workshops of the 
College of Fine Arts here in Prague. We are indebted to the Director and his Assistant as 
well as to two of the lecturers who have made this possible. The Assistant is hoping to 
make a video film of the course, which will be invaluable as a reminder for the students 
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as the tutors on these courses are not available cheaply on the end of a phone! I think 
there is also interest in possible instrument making courses at the college. 

All this has grown out of the idea of the late Nancy Brien who first thought how 
helpful it would be if some courses could be arranged, she very sadly died before she 
could see her idea come to fruition, but from her original conception you can see how 
much is growing. 

In addition to the Instrument Makers Society, the Viola da Gamba Society of 
Czechoslovakia will be formed in May and we already have many interested players, 
makers and other interested people. All these societies come 'under the wing' of the Early 
Music Society (which itself comes under the Czech Music Society). It has the advantage 
of co-ordinating all the different related societies under one body. The Early Music 
Society, which has over two thousand members, runs amongst many other activities, the 
Valtice Summer School (formerly the Kromeriz Summer School) '{You will have noticed 
by now, that unlike Jeremy, I am not putting in any of those strange accents! If anyone 
knows of a programme for the Apple Macintosh computer that has these Czech accents, 
please let me know, we need them rather desperately!!!} 

Another aspect of the problems of makers here apart from the lack of tutors, is the 
difficulty of obtaining information. I have started a library, which is open to anyone here 
who is interested, starting with my own copies of Early Music from the first issue, copies 
of the Viola da Gamba Societies' "Chelys" (which has been greatly increased by Michael 
Flemings' generosity in providing backnumbers and also some copies of the American 
Society) and last but not least my copies of FoMRHI. There has been great interest in 
these, they are like a treasure trove for people who have never had the opportunity of 
seeing them before! 

Another problem is tools as these are very hard to get here, especially specialist 
ones like routers, good drills for finger hole making, turning tools, lathes etc. etc. Finally 
there has been much talk in FoMRHI about whether or not £10 or £20 is a reasonable 
price for plans, the equivalent cost of these plans here is more like £70 or £140! So 
anyone visiting Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Russia or similar countries will have 
no difficulty in finding suitable presents for hospitality received from FoMRHI members 
and makers in general! 

FoMRHI Comm: 3 7 3 Michaela Freemanova 

The killing of woodworm- particularly in woodwind instruments! 

Further to Jeremy's comments in quarterly No.58 on woodworm, the following 
may be of help. Although it may well reach you on April 1st, it is a serious Comm!! 

1 litre water 25 grammes of black pepper seeds 
12.5 grammes of white pepper seeds 15 green chillies 
6 garlic cloves 1 handful of wormwood (dried) 
1/2 litre of vinegar 
Boil together, allow to cool, strain off the liquid. Brush soak or inject the 

lukewarm liquid onto or into the infected parts. Allow to dry completely. Repeat this 
operation several times. 

Recommended by furniture restorers here and safe for use on food containers.lt is 
safe to put the food back after the last application has dried completely. Carl Willetts 
should therefore be completely safe blowing his wind instruments. 

To fill the holes it is recommended to use a mixture of rosin and pure spirit. 

http://containers.lt
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FoMRHI Comm. 37+ Ardal Powell 

THROWING IVORY OVERBOARD 

Though not all reports are in accord about the precise numbers, 
most of the important facts about the effects on the African 
elephant of the ivory trade are now public knowledge, and are not 
in dispute. But the situation from here on is quite new since 
ivory has been banned: it is too soon to say whether or not the 
ban will tip the balance far enough to save the elephant from 
extinction in most of the African continent, or indeed whether 
even such a drastic measure will have any effect at all. 

There is no new information, so in the meantime this Comm. is 
designed as a cure for Jeremy's disappointment at my lack of 
reaction to Comm. 941, and as a response to what was said there, 
and by Bob Barclay in Bull.58. Although I have to adopt a rather 
combative attitude to their view, I must first say that I cannot 
blame anyone for holding it, because (in my ignorance) I did so 
myself for a number of years. My beliefs both then and now were 
sincerely held, and I'm sure theirs are too; and it's always 
necessary to allow for reasonable differences of opinion and 
interpretation. But at the same time, I urge them to reconsider 
their positions in the light of all the relevant information. 

In Comm. 941 Jeremy expresses the fear that anyone reading Comm. 
902 knows "only half the problem" and might "go off at half 
cock". I can reassure him that I did my best to present FoMRHI 
members with five pages of verified statistics (and my own 
considered reflections) to explain what had made me change my 
mind about using ivory; whereas he himself offered not a single 
piece of hard information on the other side, and allowed us only 
glimpses of certain aspects of the situation. In fact, supporting 
material for the position held by Jeremy and Bob Barclay is 
extrmely hard to come by, as I learned when I tried to find some 
for myself, as described in Comm.902. 

When Jeremy's Comm. appeared, the ivory ban it opposed was 
already in effect, and it would have seemed a little like 
shutting the stable door to reply to it. It is no surprise that 
there are people who are still trying to justify using ivory, or 
that Jeremy has stood up as devil's advocate. But I am afraid 
some people may have swallowed Comm. 941 whole—Bob Barclay has 
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even regurgitated some of it undigested. This is a worrying sign. 

In substance what Jeremy presents us with is the standard 
southern African line in response to conservationist pressure for 
a CITES ivory ban. It began appearing in the newspapers about the 
middle of last summer, accompanied by some supporting statistics 
on the kind of population growth taking place. In a nutshell, it 
points out that an ivory ban may not be completely effective, and 
says that since South Africa and three of its neighbours do not 
have a problem with ivory poaching, and indeed run the elephants 
like a successful and growing business (which they are perfectly 
entitled to do), a total ivory ban is unfair to them. This seems 
like a rather poor objection in a situation that is not fair 
anyway, least of all to the elephants, but the argument has a 
chance of survival so long as no figures are quoted. Here's why: 
by one count South Africa has a total elephant population of 
about 8000 animals; Kenya has lost 132,000 in the last 15 years 
(see Figure 1). One would have to be very insensitive to 
absurdity to take the objection seriously once one was in 
possession of this knowledge. 

With a sense of proportion conferred by these figures, I am all 
in favour of looking at the whole picture, as Jeremy suggests we 
do. But in assessing particular remedies for specific problems, 
it is as well not to get them muddled up, and to stay focused on 
one thing at a time. If there is an increasing number of 
elephants in some countries, and a decreasing number in others, 
the increasing number is not part of the problem at all. The fact 
that there are countries that do well in managing their elephant 
populations has absolutely no effect on the fact that there are 
others that do not; neither is it material that they are all on 
the same continental land-mass. You might as well say that 
because there are only 50 cars in Podunk, Iowa, there should be 
no traffic lights in New York City. If the only workable solution 
to the problem is a continental or a world-wide one, I'm afraid 
that's tough luck on the countries with increasing elephant 
populations. At the same time as these countries are saying that 
the ban will not be effective, they are doing everything they can 
to make their predictions come true, and have already formed a 
cartel to continue trade in ivory. 

Bans have successfully halted or reversed trends toward 
extinction for rhesus monkeys, whales and alligators. At the same 
time, there are many instances of ineffective bans in the history 
of wildlife conservation: some of them quite impressive failures. 
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ELEPHANTS IN AFRICA 
(All countries) 

1 . 3 

mid-70's mid 80's 

INCREASING POPULATIONS 
(All available figures) 

mid-70's mid 80's 

Fig. 1 • ELEPHANT POPULATIONS IN AFRICA, 1970's-80's • 

KEY: On the left are combined figures for all African countries, 
whether their elephant populations were growing or shrinking, 
during a period of ten years ending recently. 

On the right are combined figures for the growing elephant 
populations of Zimbabwe, Botswana and South Africa in a similar 
ten-year period. (I cannot find any figures for Malawi, which 
claims to have a stable or growing population.) 

SOURCE: Fred Bridgland, The Scotsman. 26 August 1989 (courtesy of 
Rod Cameron, Nairn, Scotland) 
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If Jeremy and Bob wanted to win souls for their cause, they might 
have done some homework and cited a few of those. But instead 
they are maintaining, without supporting evidence, that doing 
nothing to save the elephant is better than doing something that 
may fail. 

Some of the same people who claim that an ivory ban will not work 
argue that, if it does, it will be effective enough to "finsh the 
elephants altogether". As the first of these two incompatible 
arguments against a ban admits, the world's ivory trade cannot be 
shut down overnight; if those involved were law-abiding men and 
likely to be bound by a ban, there would be no poaching problem 
in the first place. What a ban does ensure is that no honest 
person will continue to deal with them, and that for others, 
things will be a little more difficult. Perhaps we will be able 
to gauge from the effectiveness of the ban just how many of those 
who have been dealing in ivory do consider themselves honest and 
law-abiding; but even a global ban that was 100% effective could 
not make up for the history of the past few decades, in which 
hundreds of thousands of elephants have been killed. 

Each of Jeremy's other objections to a ban is vulnerable to 
charges of irrelevance or implausibility, or both. The idea of 
elephants "multiplying indefinitely", like so many giant 
cockroaches, is surely not supposed to be a serious reason for 
opting out of concerted action. Has this happened to cows, pigs 
or rhesus monkeys, in Africa or elsewhere? Wildlife management 
techniques in Botswana, where the growth of the elephant 
population is estimated as high as 21,000 over ten years, include 
preventing overpopulation by culling, which is a nice word for 
randomly shooting any number of elephants that exceeds the annual 
growth quota. While there has to be a legitimate place for 
culling in properly managed and healthy herds, continuing support 
for a system that encourages "population control" by poaching is 
not a responsible suggestion. 

I too have received a number of favourable communications, in 
support of Comm. 902. I am grateful for the verbal and written 
ones, but the most highly satisfying to me are those in the form 
of action. Though I know that I am not personally responsible for 
it, I find it encouraging that at least one highly prominent U.S. 
instrument-maker world-famous for his work in ivory, who might 
have been expected to hold fast for resons of self-interest, has 
forsworn it for the time being. I admire the strength of his 
concern for the environment, and at the same time, his practical 
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wisdom: his store of ivory will be more valuable in the future 
than it is now, whether a new, curtailed, ivory trade comes into 
being in a few years, or whether the material continues to become 
scarcer. In the meantime he will avoid the discomfort of having 
to defy public opinon, and he has gained the particular respect 
of people like me. 

Bob Barclay on the other hand has taken another stand entirely. 
His assertion (Bull.58, p.3) that the press coverage of the ivory 
problem has been "biased" seems calculated to imply that it has 
been untruthful. If what he means is that all press reports are 
in favour of a ban, he is quite mistaken. It is possible to 
discern which side of the issue even a self-possessed writer is 
on: it is an emotive one, and (as Barclay's piece demonstrates) 
provides an occasion for hyperbole and contentious language. But 
there are just as many journalists who speak for the ivory trade 
as for a ban. Barclay's piece does not offer us any special focus 
on reality, and the matters of "opinion" it contains are conveyed 
just as much by the assumptions inherent in the words he chooses 
as by the logical force (if any) of what he actually says: for 
example he hints that ivory which is 10 years old, or kept in a 
conservation institute, is somehow exempt from the considerations 
that apply to the rest of the world. (There are many more such 
examples, but I hope a tiresome litany can be taken as read.) I 
think it's a shame he did not take the trouble to think through 
and express his ideas more clearly, as he has wasted an 
opportunity of explaining to those who do not share it the 
justification he feels he has for staying in the ivory trade. At 
the same time, though I am sure he is really a reasonable and 
thoughtful person, he has cast the suspicion of bigotry on 
himself and on his side of the question. 

Under other circumstances I would have no hesitation in conceding 
that if anyone had a "right" to use ivory, it would be the 
restorer and the conservator; but I find that this "right" weighs 
very little in the balance against the life of a single elephant, 
whether it died last week or a century ago. Now it might be that 
respectable restorers and conservators could attempt to make a 
case for seeing themselves as different from the "average" ivory 
consumer, and try to be persuasive about it. But that is not what 
Bob Barclay has done; he has set those who wish to absolve 
themselves from the questionability of continuing to use ivory an 
example of inadequate research and slipshod thinkinq. 
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I meant to say in Comm. 902 that I see it as futile for anyone 
who wants to keep using ivory to attempt to be "right" in the 
face of the overwhelming evidence that everyone must stop if 
anything is to change. I know I did not organise my thoughts 
awfully well: the "antique ivory", the "walrus tusk", the 
"hunting trophy" and the "billiard ball" arguments, which I 
failed to address properly, still come up. These arguments cannot 
now be used to justify the use of ivory for the following reason: 
any use of any ivory sanctions the use of more, and in the 
present climate that means elephants will die. 

Jeremy's Comm. points out in its own special way that managing 
the natural resources of Africa is a tremendously complicated set 
of problems. But in the end those problems are not our business, 
and we can help most, for the time being, by staying out of the 
way. Of course nobody has gone to Africa and shot an elephant to 
put mounts on an instrument, but everyone involved in the ivory 
trade—that is, everyone who has bought, sold or used ivory—has 
unwittingly contributed to the present situation. It seems to me 
that if I unknowingly did someone harm and later found out about 
it, I would do whatever I could to set it right. We are fortunate 
to have a chance to do something to redress the balance by 
helping bring trade in ivory to a halt for as long as necessary. 
We will certainly not be completely successful, but we have to 
choose between doing our best, or acquiescing in whatever outcome 
is decided for us by those with large vested interests in ivory. 
For myself, at least, I cannot be persuaded by anything I have 
read that doing nothing is the best policy. 

In the meantime, if some Africans want to burn piles of tusks 
confiscated from poachers, on what authority do we call them 
names? Whose elephants are they, anyway? I agree that it was a 
shocking thing to do; I am sure that was the idea. Anyone who is 
going to criticise the Africans will have to find something more 
a propos to say if they wish to hit the mark—claiming that the 
elephants whose tusks were burned "died in vain" is easily 
spotted as a prime example of circular reasoning: since they were 
slaughtered illegally for their ivory, how does the subsequent 
fate of their tusks affect the fact or the quality of their 
death? They can hardly have been said to have died for nothinq if 
the story of the bonfire got the ivory problem enough attention 
to merit the front cover of Time. 

I did ask at the end of Comm. 902 for suggestions about what to 
do with ivory that people have in stock. I do not, in case 
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anybody was really wondering, recommend burning it, or throwing 
it away. But I still wonder if there is any responsible way to 
use it just at present? Nobody has yet attempted to answer this 
with any degree of seriousness. 

It is to be hoped that if we back off for a decade or two and let 
the Africans sort their problems out for themselves, they may 
work out a way to offer us a legitimate and reasonable ivory 
trade in the future. We can do something to reduce their 
immediate difficulties by not encouraging poaching, which means 
not using any ivory, and by continuing to make a fuss about it so 
that if the ivory market does continue to flourish, at least it 
will not be fertilised by ignorance. Of course a global ban is 
not an ideal solution in the long term, and it would be 
unrealistic to pretend that it will not cause a certain amount of 
inconvenience while it lasts. If the elephant survives the next 
couple of decades in most of Africa, it will have been worth it. 
As for what to do with ivory instruments, don't hide them, but do 
put them somewhere safe: their "museum piece" status may be 
greatly enhanced in a few years if we don't succeed in preventing 
the ivory trade from being permanently shut down for lack of 
elephants. 

No, an ivory ban is not a perfect solution, only the best one we 
have. As things are, (Jeremy correctly emphasizes that a partial 
ban would make things worse) we have been given a choice between 
a temporary, incompletely effective ban, and continued unchecked 
greed for ivory and money. It's very hard for me to understand 
how anyone who is aware of the statistics, and has given their 
own part in the problem sincere reflection, can be in any doubt 
which of these two is really a "dead end" for the elephants. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 975 Catherine Folkers 

MORE ON DEAD ELEPHANTS 

Bravo to Bruce, Ardal, Jeremy and Bob for the Ivory Forum in 
FOMRHI Q. Publicity may well be our most important contribution 
to the survival of the African elephant. 

We all agree that large numbers of dead elephants are indeed a 
problem, and that the illegal ivory trade is the root of that 
problem. Unfortunately, that's about as far as we go in the 
comfort of agreement, except that we might agree that there is no 
perfect solution at all, and only a choice of imperfect ones. 

We could argue among ourselves ad nauseum about our right to use 
legal ivory (or at least what we have believed was legal), about 
the policies of the countries of Africa, and how best to address 
the problem. We can choose our sources and published facts to 
support our beliefs. Supporters of a worldwide trade ban often 
don't like to mention the success of countries which rely on 
market forces to control wildlife. And while there are success 
stories about wildlife management through commerce, those rays of 
hope don't address the greater problem areas where mismanagement, 
poverty, unstable politics, greed, and corruption threaten 
virtual extinction of the species. Would we really find it 
acceptable for the great elephant populations of Tanzania and 
Kenya to be wiped out as long as there are thriving small herds 
of elephants in South Africa and Zimbabwe? 

There's no longer a need to debate the usefulness of a trade ban, 
since it's now in effect. Furthermore, no one really knows what 
effect the CITES ban will have on elephant populations, or on 
poaching, or on continued ivory trade in the countries whose 
wildlife management has successfully included the sale of ivory. 
Time will tell. 

Is there any reason, then, to continue this discussion? Will it 
make any difference what we do now, since most countries of the 
world have opted to make ivory trade a no-no? 

I think we've got a lot more questions to answer. For instance: 

• What is the responsible thing to do with our stocks of ivory? 
As long as the African elephant is in danger of extinction in 
most of the countries of Africa, I can see absolutely no 



justification for perpetuating a market for ivory. The black 
market will continue to make ivory available, and any use of 
ivory at all (even ivory purchased decades ago) contributes to 
demand for more. The only sure way to kill the illegal trade is 
to cut demand. And we can help do that, not only by putting our 
stocks away for the time being, but by circulating publicity 
about the problem. 

• What about musicians who play on instruments made or adorned 
with ivory? Should they flaunt them, or hide them? I'd prefer 
that they flaunt them—and at the same time make a strong and 
uncompromising statement about the current state of elephant 
conservation in Africa, the ban on ivory trade, and the need for 
ongoing solutions to a very old problem. 

• What about alternatives? I think we have to be careful that we 
don't create problems trying to solve problems. For instance, 
some environmentalists fear that promotion of walrus ivory as an 
alternative to elephant ivory could easily threaten that species 
as well. 

What do we have to gain by continuing to use ivory? It seems to 
me that using ivory today can only give us short-lived results—a 
few more instruments with pretty white decorations. But at what 
cost? We will aid continuation of an unprecedented decline of the 
species, ensuring that a prosperous and responsible ivory trade 
will never again exist. 

I wholeheartedly support the 1989 CITES ban on all ivory trade, 
and appeal to my colleagues to increase the effectiveness of the 
ban by not buying or using ivory until a time comes when we can 
be sure that the tusk is either from an elephant killed legally 
or from an animal dead of natural causes. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 9 7 6 R e m y GUG 

GEOMETRY, LUTHERIE 

and 

THE ART OF HISTORIOGRAPHY 

PART I 

"Ce que nous savons est le grand obstacle a 
Tacqu is i t ion de ce que nous ne savons pas." 

Claude Bernard 

"What we know is the great hindrance to the 
acquisi t ion of that which we do not know." 

I t is clear f r om the t i t l e that the fo l lowing communicat ion wi l l 
deal w i th the subject t reated by Kevin Coates in his wel l -known book <1>. 
But my a im is neither to make c r i t i c i sms in the same way as those who 
commented in d i f fe ren t FQs on the manner in which Kevin Coates tackled 
this great h is tor ica l f i e ld , nor to propose an analysis of an instrument using 
Coates method <2>. I shall give an i l lus t ra t ion of a "new" way. 

The fac t that one or two qui te passionate (and in my eyes 
somewhat unfair) remarks have been published here and there proves, on the 
one hand, that a consensus has not been reached among us on this mat ter , 
and shows, on the other hand, how intense is our interest in this subject. 

D i f fe ren t kinds of controversies.. . 

The f ie ld in question is so wide and the real i t ies i t contains - or 
contained- so far in t ime f rom us today that controversies wi l l probably 
cont inue to arise in the fu tu re . The question I ask immediate ly is whether 
controversies l ike those referred to above w i l l help us to get a bet ter insight 
into the "things as they actual ly were"? I t w i l l depend on the manner of the 
controversy. 

Le t me quote in this respect the interest ing paragraph wr i t t en by 
G. R. E l ton, Regius Professor of Modern History at Cambridge Univers i ty , in 
a work published in 1983: "Controversy forms the sharpest manifestat ion of 
the normal d ia lect ic of h is tor ical research - of that exchange of answers to 
questions by which we progress to a new and more complete understanding of 
problems. It is just i f ied only i f i t leads to a sizable amount of u l t imate 
agreement; h istor ical problems being what they are, only a dreamer would 
look for to ta l consensus. Thus controversy test i f ies to the presence of l i f e , to 
the histor ian's necessary wil l ingness to l isten as well as to ta lk , and to the 
unending process of learning in which even the most distinguished 'author i ty ' 
should remain for ever involved. True controversy - the argument over issues 
and problems - is as much a sign of health as false controversies - at tacks 
ad hominem and ex cathedra - are signs of mental decay."<3, p.104> 
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MATERAIL FOR A HISTORY... MATERIAL FROM HISTORY... 

How can we reach this "sizable amount of ultimate agreement" (and 
avoid "signs of mental decay"...) in the field of the historical geometrical 
construction of musical instruments? Only in our double effort a) to collect 
as many "historical facts" as possible, b) not to imagine the "historical facts" 
that we assume are missing. A simple answer indeed. 

But the way leading to this goal is not so simple: when facts are 
found out, there remains the huge question of interpreting them. And all the 
interpretations proposed, if taken together, may form very interesting 
material for a history of... history. Again G. R. Elton: "At this particular 
point in the history of history the main problem is not that there is a 
superabundance of effort devoted to the accumulation of facts but that there 
is a superabundance of effort devoted to the search for new interpretations 
of the existing, often exceedingly sparse, corpus of evidence. Much of the 
current output of bad history takes the form of elaborate interpretations of 
meager sets of 'stylized' facts which, if correct, would not bear the weight 
that is placed on them."<3, p. 125>. 

The art of historiography lies, regarding this last point, in the 
ability of the researcher to put each historical fact at its right place, i.e. 
the place it actually occupied in the civilisation in question. His success 
depends on his more or less great bulk of specialized knowledge in the field 
studied. The greater the amount of true historical knowledge at his disposal, 
the greater the chance of approaching the "historical reality", the lesser the 
risk of misinterpretation. An example taken from the work of Ian Hodder <4> 
will help me illustrate this opinion. 

Though his book deals with problems of archeology and the 
development of this discipline during our century, it bears a universal value 
on many points. Looking at what is done in other fields than those of one's 
own interest is always more than beneficial. 

An interpretation can be considered as being a "theory" built up by 
a historian about "facts" touching passed reality. Many analyses of the 
geometry of early instruments fit this definition. These kinds of modern 
analyses must be distinguished from "true historical building methods", as will 
become clearer in the course of this communication. 

Back to the relation between facts and theories. The latter took 
different forms in the course of the history of history-writing. Dealing with 
this evolution in the realm of archeology, Ian Hodder writes: "Through much 
of the early development of archeology an empiricist stance was maintained, 
in which the facts were seen to speak for themselves -'let the pots 
speak'.(...) It was held that by staying close to the facts certain things, 
though by no means all things, could be known with security. As we shall see 
later, this is a simplification of a complex set of beliefs held by 
archeologists prior to the emergence of processual archeology. But in general, 
inference could be seen as following the design: data >theory." 

"More recently an alternative view had been emphasized, in which 
data are collected in relation to a theory. The hypothetico-deductive approach 
involved deducing from a theory various implications, and testing these 
implications against the data. [We can] depict the relationship between theory 
and data as data •<—> theory. Fact and theory confront each other but each 
changes in relation to the other."<4,p.14>. My question regarding this last 
point is when do these changes in feedback form stop? How to decide that 
they have stopped? 

A closer look at the two pathes depicted by Ian Hodder show that 
"the approaches mentioned above would argue that the "real world exists 
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separate from our observations of i t , more and more of the observational 
process is seen as being theory dependent. The bare bones that are lef t are 
the facts in the real world which we can never observe."<^,p.!5>. This world 
has definitely vanished. To transpose into our aera, excuse the pastiche, "the 
shapes and proportions of the instruments left are the facts in the real world 
which we can never observe", i.e. i t is impossible for us to see the early 
master at work with ruler and compasses, creating the shape of his 
instrument, while going to a lot of trouble to explain to us the visible 
(geometrical process) and the invisible (emotional or metaphysical) side of his 
work, given he would be able to formulate i t . 

The instruments that have survived are -within our research 
programm- the "bare" result of a knowledge and/or a know-how, the exact 
nature of which we would like to discover. Thus the great problem is to find 
out solutions allowing us to make use of the only possible stratagem: to take 
the path in the opposite direction, i.e. starting with what has been the aim 
of the early master, we try to reconstruct, i f not the entire chain, at least 
the greatest possible part of i t . So we hope to reach an understanding of how 
and why the path in question led to the goal we sti l l admire today. 

But along this way, which I call "reconstruction", many underhand 
pitfalls await us. Add that the irruption of the "relativity theory" into the 
realm of historiography - description of a given (historical) phenomenon 
depends on the "position" of the observer- could sound somewhat 
disheartening....Again Ian Hodder on the question of "relat ivi ty": "Although i t 
wil l be argued (...) that the real world does constrain what we can say about 
i t , i t is also clear that the concept of 'data' involves both the real world and 
our theories about i t . As a result, the theories one espouses about the past 
depend very much on one's social and cultural context. [Different authors] 
have shown with great effect how changing interpretations of the past depend 
on changing social and cultural contexts in the present. (...) In other words, 
the data-theory relationship is concieved and manipulated within cultural and 
historical contexts."^,p. 16>. Also true in our f ield. Different tendencies can 
be detected in the articles published on geometry and lutherie. The modern 
researcher with a propensity to mysticism will obviously f ind, for example, 
many more "numerological-magical secrets" in early instrument shapes than 
someone prone to admit that the early craftsmen were solely guided by the 
same "down-to-earth pragmatism" as he is himself... Controvery must then 
occur between both researchers. Unfortunately, despite all the pages which 
have been f i l led, we wil l not learn more about what the Ancients did really 
think and do. To resume, such anathema wil l provide us with interesting 
material for a history of modern interpretations of the past rather than 
shower us with material from History. 

A BIRD OR A DEER...? 

Before returning to musical instruments, let us have a look at the 
three figures Ian Hodder uses to illustrate his somewhat abstract 
formulations. "The problems of observation raised by postpositivist philosophy 
can be exemplified in the diagrams shown in Fig. I. Before we can measure 
and compare such objects we have to decide what they are. For example, if 
we decide to measure the front faces of all such boxes (A), which is the 
front face? Or if we decide to measure the distance between the lower and 
upper beaks of all such birds, we have to be able to differentiate between 
birds and deer." 

"Such problems are particularly acute in the study of prehistoric 
art, but they pose a major diff iculty for all archeology since before one can 
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Fig. 1. The relationship between data and theory. (A) Which is 
the front edge of the box? (B) A bird looking up or a deer look
ing down? (Q A bear climbing a tree or just a gnarled trunk? 

measure or count, compare or contrast , one has to form categories (types of 
pots, contexts, cultures and so on). These categories are formed through the 
process of perception".<'i,p.l6> 

The problems emphasized here are encountered also in our field of 
history of science and technology and geometry in early craftmanship is part 
of this discipline. In this la t ter , the pitfalls do not lie on "bare bones" 
thousands of years old, but on ar tefac ts that "sing" but cannot tell us how 
they were built, and on the interpretation of early written documents. "Yet 
archeology is about material culture, not documents. The writing of ink on 
paper is itself one type of material culture, and the inference of meaning 
from such evidence is equivalent to that for material objects in general . In 
this sense, history is part of archeology. Even though historical documents 
contain considerably more contextual information when we recognize the 
language they are written in, the process of inference is still one of giving 
meaning to the past material world".<4,p. 11>. And the ar t of historiography 
consists in being able to reduce as much as possible the gap between the 
"meaning we give to the past material world" and that world as it actually 
was. 

Does this mean to say that , regarding the above mentioned example 
B, it will never be possible to know if we are dealing with a bird or a deer? 
Apart from the cases in which no solution will ever be possible - and we 
must admit that this happens in historiography - an intelligent approach, as 
mentioned above, will only be possible if the researcher is willing to study at 
least the historical "surrounding". Instead of wasting t ime imagining personnal 
solutions sitting down for hours and hours in front of the figure in question 
(the bird/deer or the early violin...), it would be bet ter to study, for example 
the burials (only in the first case...) of the men belonging to the civilisation 
which did produce this kind of figure. The presence of antlers or remains of 
antlers and the total absence of poultry signs in many tombs and elsewhere 
would be a very important hint in deciding that the evidence looks to the 
side of the deer. . . This is one example I invented for didactical purpose. 

In the era of the geometrical analyses of musical instruments, I do 
not need to invent such dn example. This specific problem of perception has 
also been evoked by Michael Fleming <2b, p.^7>: "it will always be possible 
to analyse these sorts of shapes in the way that has been a t tempted because 
of the amount of inaccuracy allowed for, especially when different 
perceptions of the various shapes are employed in order to maximise the 
apparent richness of the mathematical analyses. The division, for instance, of 
the inner bouts into one long and three short arcs is completely arbitrary and 
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other analyses would have the same validity." That is to say no 
historiographical validity at al l . . . A bird or a deer? 

How can this arbitrariness be reduced to a minimum? Here the 
level of historical knowledge the researcher possesses is the important factor. 
And the highest degree attainable in this sphere is the one which draws level 
with the historical know-how. 

GREATNESS and WEAKNESS... 

I consider Coates work as a significant step in the research into 
that f ield. Contrary to some opinions expressed * * , I sustain that the work in 
question is most important since i t wil l continue to trigger off different kinds 
of reactions. I see three main positions in this respect: a) controversy "ad 
hominem" and destructive crit icism without proposing a better solution (s. 
above); b) blind copy of Coates method (Mark Smith, see later); c) attempt to 
make constructive crit icism using a method bringing us nearer to ancient 
reality; in passing, the wrong, unclear or perfect parts of Coate's work wil l 
automatically be put at their right place. 

Though I emphasise that Coates book must enjoy everyone's esteem 
- bad or good historiography is part of History - I must say that one 
unfortunate weakness in his reasoning is revealed in his following statement: 
"The whole question of units of measurements is a field which is particularly 
poorly served by writ ten study. Such l i t t le knowledge as can be gleaned is 
often confusing and contradictory..."<!, p.22>. By this total black-out on 
historical metrology Coates could not benefit from a valuable key in that 
great puzzle. 

Living in a society where measures are highly standardized 
practically all over the world, we have great dif f iculty in admiting that early 
metrology is something else than an impenetrable virgin forest. Great work 
has been done on this subject over centuries since measures and weights 
played a huge role in daily l ife of all people in all times. 

To prove my willingness for constructive crit icism I'll give to all 
those who need knowledge in the field of historical measures a tool which 
has been - and wil l be in the future - of very great help to me for years: in 
figure 2 [next page] we see the f irst page of an important metrological 
bibliography published in Dax (France) in 1932. From figure 3 [n.p.], 
representing the last page of the work we see that Paul BURGUBURU, a 
French Weights and Measures Inspector, collected 4206 works (ranging from 
complete treatises to small articles) dealing with metrological questions of all 
countries, all regions and all towns over centuries. For example, the earliest 
document mentioned is the decree on "mensuris et ponderibus" of the 
capitular of Carolus Magnus dated from the year 789.... The indexes at the 
end of the work make the use of it very easy. 

Though this work seems not to be widespread, I would wish that the 
International Loan System of Libraries from everywhere could provide each of 
us with this collection of highly precious data. By the way, it may be that 
the kind of statement mentioned above wil l not appear in the future. 

Coates black-out on historical metrology is responsible also for his 
assessment that the Brunswick inch was used by a great number of early 

* * "I fear there is not much left of value in the book except some pretty 
drawings"<2b,p.46> 
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makers. As he emphasizes himself that each town had i ts own system of 
measurements, I wonder how he could suggest that a European Communi ty 
existed among the instrument makers on that point . 

Early metro logy is an 
incredibly large t ree that seems at 
f i rs t glance to ta l l y i r ra t iona l . But 
a l l the branches of this t ree had a 
common trunk a t the begining. A t 
the t ime of the above-mentioned 
emperor, "European" measures 
were highly standardized. I t was 
during the fo l lowing centur ies, 
w i th the advent of the f ree towns 
that this unity broke up. But this 
did not always happen anarchical ly 
since the Ancients usually used 
whole number relat ions. 

For example, s tar t ing 
w i th the old Roman foot they 
created their own foot in div iding 
the f i r s t one by 16 d ig i t i - one of 
the two usual subdivisions (the 12 
unciae division was the other) -
and tak ing 15 d ig i t i (or 11 unciae), 
when a smaller foot was wished, 
or 17 of these d ig i t i (or 13 
unciae) when a longer one was 
decided, they had a new unit of 
measurements (s. Fig.4 <9,fol.132>. 

These are only two of 
the hundreds and hundreds of 
examples in more than two 
thousand years of history. We see 
that in course of t ime , whole 
number relat ions or s igni f icant 
rat ios between some of the unit ies 
of measurements could arise. The 
fac t that the Brunswick inch f i t s 
" w e l l " according to Coates in 
many cases is a consequence of 
this specif ic s i tuat ion. 
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METROLOGICAL BIRD...or METROLOGICAL DEER? 

But even i f the early units of measurement are taken into account, 
we should s t i l l be cautious. To show that i t is not always possible to draw 
solid conclusions f rom the sole numbers of measurement, we shall consider 
the fo l lowing example quoted f rom Coates work: on page 40 of his book, 
Coates is dealing w i th the Bat t is ta Cic i l iano v io l , Venice, c. 1590. 
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We decide to use what we consider as being in this case, Venice, 
the " r igh t " uni t of measurement. The rea l i ty then becomes somewhat 
problematic since many possibil i t ies existed in this town. The specif ic re lat ion 
between two of the three Venetian feet does not al low us to decide c lear ly 
which of these units of measurements had actual ly been used by the maker. 

Our f i r s * step w i l l be to discover the length (in cm) of the 
d i f ferent Venetian feet . From a contemporary source, pr inted in Venice in 
1560 <5> we learn (Fig.5, next p.) that the "piede commun di Venetia" is 
34.4cm long and the "piede del Arsenale" is 33.5cm long. The f i r s t value is 
conf i rmed by Paucton <6,p.780> [34.58cm]. From Jurgen Elert Kruse's 
"Al lgemeiner und besonderer Hamburgischer Contorist"<7> we have addit ional 
conf i rmat ion and in format ion : on page 548: "Fup ist nach Scamozzi und Lormi 
Ausgabe 34.65cm lang". On page 620: "nach Pet i t 34.2cm lang". On the same 
page Kruse mentions a th i rd Venetian foot given by Piccard and which is 
32.17cm long. This la t te r value is only 0.23cm shorter than 15 of the 16 
d ig i t i of the "piede commun": 34.65 : 16 = 2.165 x 15 = 32.4 cm (passing = 
the French Pieds du Roi). 

How do these d i f fe rent Venetian units work on the Cic i l iano viol? 

For example, the nut -bot tom distance AD as given by Coates: 
89.25cm. This distance represents "15 units of 2{ Brunswick inches"<1,p.!40> 
for Coates. If we use the three units of measurements that are usually given 
in early metro logical sources as typ ica l Venetian, then i t can be: 

- 31 "d i t o " of the "piede commun" (34.58:12) x 31 . 
- 32 "d i t o " of the "piede del Arsenale" (33.5:12) x 32. 
- With Piccard's foot we obtain: 33 1/4 inches. 

Since many of the measures of d i f fe ren t parts of the instrument 
depend, fo l lowing Coates analyses, on this length A D , i t would be interest ing 
to know def in i te ly which of the units of measurements was actual ly 
employed. To t r y to get somewhat closer, we could consider the to ta l length 
of the instrument, i.e. AD (89.25cm) + head (16.6cm) = 105.85cm. This length 
can be: 

- 33 3/4 "d i to " of the "piede commun". 
- 38 "d i t o " of the "piede del Arsenale". 
- 39 j inches of Piccard. 

Considering solely the numbers of inches (dito) stemming f rom the 
three feet , we see that only for the "piede del Arsenale" do we f ind in both 
cases even numbers (32 "d i t o " makes also 8 "palmo del Arsenale" for 
bot tom-nut + 1{ palmo for the head, since 4 "d i t o " = 1 palmo). Hence the 
total length is 9^ t imes a four th part of the "piede del arsenale". 

Are these results s igni f icant? Mathemat ica l ly , of course. But the 
h is tor ica l , or I would say the histor iographical value of these results w i l l only 
be demonstrated when we shall be able to prove, by documents stemming 
f rom the "h is tor ica l surrounding" I alluded to in my int roduct ion - and not by 
data obtained f rom "bare" reckoning - that Venetian in t rument makers, say 
craf tsmen in general , did actual ly use the "piede del Arsenale" in Cic i l iano's 
t ime. The question remains open and leads us to a phenomenon o f ten 
encountered when modern analyses are made on objects bui l t in early 
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vno comun grano diorgio , & fi fondorno (fccondo il parcr m!o) fopra vn grano di orgio , & 
nondi formcnto , pcrchc li gram dclf orgio di vna ifiefla prouintia fono piu cgualmcntedi vna 
mcdcfima forma di quclli del formcto,& cofi 4 grani dt orgio facca vna largliezza di vn duo del 
la mano di vn'luiomo commune , &C cofi 4diti faccua vn palmo,&c 4 palmi facuia vn picdc,&; t 
picdi faccua palTo, il qual palfo all/ prefenti tempi in molte circa fi cofiuma ncllc commenfurationt 
geometrice,ma alquanto diucrlb in qulrita di quello di nofiri antichi(comc di fotto s'liitcndcra) 
vfauano andiora li detti nofiri antidii vn'altra fpecic di mifura cbiamata da alctini cubito, 6c da al 
cuni vlna.il qual cubito era longo vn picdc,c mezzo. Vfauano anchcra li di tti nofiri antichi ncl-
lemifurationi gcomecricc , vn'altra fpecic di mifura cliiamata pcrtica Ipnga picdi to.ciocduoi 
pafia,laqual pcrtica andiora alii prefenti tempi in molti luoglii fi coftiimh in quamo al noinc, ma 
inquanto alia diuifionc,&: quantita varia da quclla di detti aiuidii.Nclle longlic mifurationi(cioe 
df paefi)coitumauano li dctri nofiri antidii il fiado,i! qua! fiado era 1i $ pafia , vfauano andiora 
nelle fimili mifurationi ilmigliaro,comc die andiora alliprcfcnti tempi fi coftuma,il qual miglia' 
ro era otto fiadi,i qunli otto fiadi fanno 1 000 pafia. Cofiumauano andiora vn'altra mifura dctca 
leuca,laqual leuca era vn miglio,c mczzo,cioc pafia 1 r 00. Et tuttc quelle cat antichc mi'furc , co-
me fi puo comprcndcrc hannoil loroprimoprincipio ,oucr fondamento dalladctta groficzza, 
ouerlarghezza del gran dcll'orgio,o yuoid:rdclgranodclorzo,ma pcnfo,che pcrcilcrildctto 
orzo piu corpulento in alcunc prouintie di qucllo,cli'cin vn'altra,die le dctte mifui c fiano afquarv 
ro diucrfcin longliezza,perchcmi fon piu volte informato della longhczza del piede gccmccri-
co.chcin Ingliilcerraficoftuma,conilmiohonorando compare fignorRicardo Vcntuortli.gcn 
til'liuomo inglefe(liuomo pcritiffimo , fi in pratica , come in tlieorica, ncllc matlicmaticr ) lui mi 
haaccertatoildetcoloro piede geomctrico (dclliquali j fanno vnaverga) eficr afihi piu corto del 
piede dclf Arfcnaldi Vcnctia,la quantita,oucrIongliczzadi fotto fi diia, cSd fi poncrainfigura, 
dapoi mi fono andiora informato della groficzza dcll'orzo, die nafee in quelle bande, 6c mi ha 
acccrtato, die il dctro o rzo , & andiora il formcnto efier afiai piu piccolo di grano di quello , die 
nafce in quelle bande,credo per caufa del fuo clima,qual e molto piu freddo del nofiro,laqual co 
fa vicn a rctificar la mia opcnionc,&: forfi die andiora per qucfia medefima ragione li pcfi di vna 
prouintia fono diffcrenti da quclli dcH'altra,pcrclie tutti lianno originc dal dctto grano di orgio, 
o vuoi dir orzo,perdic cglic manifefto die ncl pefo dclforo,oucro argento qua in Venecia quae 
tro grani comuni di orgio a pefo fanno vn caratto a pefo , & 36 caratti fanno vn quarco di oncia 
a pefo,& oncie 8 a pefo fanno vna marca.oucr vn marco.Similmente ncl pefo del mufdiio, per' 
le, zafrano, garofoli,fcdc,&: altrcmatcnediprczzo, pur 4 grani fanno vn caratto, 6c 24caratti 
fanno vn fazzo,& 6 fazzi fanno vna oncia,& 11 oncic fanno vna 3 ,̂6V qucfio ch'c actio di pe-
fi di Vcnctia fi trouara feguir in tutti gli altri di altrc citta, anchor die ncllc cofc di poco valoi c 
non vi fi nomina nc grani, nc caratti, nc fazzi, ma folamcntclirc,& oncic . Ma lalciamo quclla 
miaopenion da banda,obuona,ofalfa,dicla fia,& torniamoallcnofirc mifurcgcomcm'ce, del' 
lequali acciochc di alcunc tu nc liabbi notiiia qua in marginc ti ho notato in figura la giufla mifii' 
radcl grano,& del dito,& del palmo,6c del mezzo picdc.dic vfauano linoliri antidii , 6c fimil-
mente quclli,dicalprcrcntcfi vfanoin Vcnctia,in V e r o n a ^ in I>refcia.l:t le bcnliconfidcrarat, 
-Ccompallaraijtrouaraiil mezzopiede comun Vcnimnoclltrcgualcalmczzopicdc Vcroncfc. 
grano antico. Ditoantico palmo antico 

1 1 
mezzo piede aiuico 

grano COttlun di Vcnctia, dito comun di Vcnctia. palmo comun di Vcnctia 
1 1 1 1 — • • — 1 -H 

mczzo piede comun di Vcnctia 

grano del Arfcnale , Dito del Arfcnale. - Palmo del Arfcnalc. 

mezzo piede del Arfcnalc 

oncuvcr oncfe palmo vcroncfc 

mezzo piede veroncfe 

oncia brefciana vn quarto di brazzohrefciano 
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metrological systems. Due to the complex set of relat ions and rat ios 
mentioned above, i t is not rare that a given length can be expressed in 
subdivisions of many d i f fe rent h is tor ical units of measurements ( s. Brunswick 
and Venetian...above; in this latter case, we have, in addit ion to that , an 
example of a " t r i a d " w i th in the same town and the same epoch). 

Star t ing w i th Coates work, Mark Smith has given us a wonderful 
i l lustrat ion of how a modern mind can roam in the realm of early metrology, 
juggling w i th another " t r i ad " . Though .his work gives me, on the one hand, 
occasion to pay homage to his imaginat ion and great pat ience, I must, on the 
other hand emphasize that the belief that a given early art isan made use of 
three to ta l ly d i f fe rent units of measurements on the same work is 
unfortunately a histor iographical aberrat ion. The Ancient authori t ies were very 
harsh regarding the questions of the " r ight measures" (s. the c ra f ts and guilds 
regulations). Add to this that Stainer did not have at home an edi t ion of 
Kruse's or Paucton's metrological work... .(this belief would be an 
anachronism...) f rom where he would have been happy to get some inspirat ion 
for juggling w i th units of measurements; in his t ime , artisans did not juggle 
wi th inches of countr ies abroad but w i th whole numbers (Fibonacci, as we 
shall see f. ex.) and f i r s t of a l l w i th ruler and compasses. 

Before closing this chapter on the real i t ies and mirages of early 
metrology, I bui l t up, part ly for amusement..., the fo l lowing table f rom which 
we see that s igni f icant rat ios do exist between d i f fe rent h istor ical feet . The 
start ing point of th is. . .enterta inment was the re lat ion Smith found between 
the Cremonese inch and the T i ro l Zo l l . Such a relat ionship can be seen for 
example: 

Cremona : VT = Verona 47.9cm : V7 = 33.9cm 
Cremona : VT = Nuremberg 47.9cm : v T - 27.7cm 
Cremona : * = Bohemia 47.9cm : 4» = 29.6cm 

Venice "comm." : VT = Genua 34.5cm : vz = 24.3cm 
(Venice x 2) : • - Padua (34.5cm x 2) : -+ = 42.7cm 

Padua : v T = Genua 42.7cm : 7 T = 24.7cm 
Padua : * - Lucca 42.7cm : • - 26.4cm 

Innsbruck : V T = A l t o r f 33.5cm : v T =23.6cm 
Innsbruck x 4» - Parma 33.5cm x * - 54.2cm 
Innsbruck x VT = Firenze 33.5cm X V T = 58.0cm 

and so on...This table is based on Paucton's data <6,p.780>. 

These relat ions are mathemat ica l ly convincing and pleasant. What is 
their exact h is tor ical value? Could i t be possible to discover an histor ical 
explanation some day? Or are they no more than mathemat ica l 
epiphenomenon in the great metrological crown bui l t up over centuries by 
cut t ing and cu t t ing again and again? I t may be that these could possibly be 
something else than pure mathemat ica l mirages. For example, the ra t io 
between two feet employed in Brescia equals • , is probably not a matter of 
chance: the "braccio of Brescia", given by Paucton, stays in golden rat io to 
the "sculptor foo t " of the same town, 44.5cm : 27.5cm = 1.618. 

From al l the paragraphs above, we learn that the only use of 
proport ions, measurement numbers and other mathemat ica l ly pleasant rat ios is 
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no in fa l l ib le remedy for our hunger to discover the methods the Ancients 
real ly did employ when creat ing thei r works. D i f fe ren t possibi l i t ies sought out 
by 20th century brains can f i t we l l . The correspondance is somet ime so great 
that many more rat ios and proport ions are seen by the modern mind tha t the 
early master consciously put in . To select the solut ion that f i t s the closest, 
seeming therefore the most convincing, is not for a l l that of the highest 
histor iographical value. In many cases i t is only a good response to a 
"modern" controversy. By no means can i t be the proof that the "ancient" 
method is real ly re-discovered. 

GEOMETRICAL and ARITHMETICAL SAVIOUR. 

Once more, the d i f fe ren t "solut ions" of the h istor ical geometry of 
early instruments proposed in our century are in terpretat ions made by modern 
minds. I t is not possible suddenly to black out a l l that we have learned at 
our 20th century schools. Most of what we have learned is useful to us... in 
our l i f e . But when faced w i th the way of th inking of another c iv i l i sa t ion, we 
not ice that "our" knowledge and th ink ing habits do not permi t us to solve 
pract ica l problems in the way they were mastered centuries ago. As we can 
conclude f rom Claude Bernard's quotat ion which heads this communicat ion, 
unfami l iar ways of th inking must f i r s t be acquired before we can master that 
which we do not yet know. In our case, this unfami l iar world is the histor ical 
method of using geometry and simple a r i thmet i c to solve the problems of al l 
c ra f ts . Geometry, a r i thmet ic and thei r pract ica l applications are not to ta l ly 
unknown to us today. Nevertheless the corpus has grown smaller and smaller 
since the middle of the last century. And the remaining part of i t is not for 
a l l that the part we share w i th the Ancients. 

PART II 

"Le manche ou la touche (du luth) doiuuent estre 
de mesme longueur que l ' in terual le , qui est depuis 
le commencement de la table iusques au mi l ieu de 
la rose: c'est a dire que le manche doi t auoir cinq 
part ies, <5c la table huict , a f in qu'el le fasse la 
proport ion de la Sexte mineure auec ledi t manche, 
& qu' i l ne se rencontre r ien dans le Lu th qui ne 
soit harmonique". 

Mersenne, "L iure Second des Instruments", 
p.50. 

THE SCAFFOLDING 

We must bear in mind that geometry and/or a r i thmet i c in early 
t imes, in the process of technical c reat ion, played the same role as the 
computer today when for ex. a new ar te fac t is conceived by the engineers. 
Both h istor ical mathemat ic and modern programming are the means by which 
to a t ta in a given a im. Both are also superfluous when work is achieved. As 
they do not appear on this la t te r , we compare them to "scaffoldings". 
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The mathematical scaffoldings used by the early masters who 
conceived their instruments cannot be seen, a t least not a t first glance and... 
without controversy! This missing part must then be re-discovered by means 
of thorough research . 

Since our modern programming does not fit with the ancient 
methods, we must try to "get a t an early school". Here the historical written 
sources that reached us are of first importance. 

PHILIBERT DE L'ORME 

The schoolmaster who will give us very valuable hints is an 
Architect living in France in the 16th century: Philibert De L'Orme. One of 
his works has been cited -but probably not studied - by Kevin Coates 
<1,p.171>. 

De L'Orme shares some features with another of his contemporary 
personnalities, I had occasion to mention: Bernard Palissy <8,p.49>. The 
writings of both men are full of "practical knowledge" presented in a 
wonderfully simple way. Both were in direct contact during their entire life 
with the crafs tmen of their t ime and practiced the "science" they decided to 
put on paper, an exercise that was rather revolutionary at their t ime. 

Trying to banish our 20th-century pride, let us imagine ourselves on 
the desk seats of the 16th century. 

The school master will first explain that all tha t had been mastered 
by the practical genius of man up to the present day (we are in the 16th 
century!) has been possible thanks to geometry and ar i thmet ic , which has such 
an "infinite" number of solutions to propose, tha t i t ' s quite out of question to 
il lustrate all of it. II faut "faire apprendre auec la theorique <5c la pratique de 
ladite Arithmetique, les principes de Geometrie , cV que toutes sortes d 'estats 
des le plus grand jusques au plus pet i t , entendissent bien les deux susdites 
disciplines. Car il n'y a science, ny a r t mechanique, ou mestier tel que vous 
le sgachiez donner, qui ne s'ayde <5c tire quelque profit & usage 
d'Arithmetique & Geometrie: qui sont si excellentes entre toutes les autres 
disciplines, qu'elles rendent les hommes subtils cV ingenieux a inuenter 
plusieurs choses singulieres et profitables.. ." [You must learn together with 
theory and pract ice of Arithmetic also the principles of Geometry; and all 
stations, from the lowest to the highest, must understand well these two 
disciplines. Because there is no science, ar t or craft which does not find help 
and benefit from Arithmetic and Geometry: these la t ter are of such excellent 
quality that they make men subtle and inventive in all kind of 
matter]<9,fol.86r>. 

Further we hear that Arithmetic cannot replace Geometry and vice 
versa, but both interact : "Lesquelles deux bien conjointes & accouplees, 
esueillent les esprits, cV donnent moyen de trouver les secrets de beaucoup de 
choses incogneues, soit par nombre, lignes, ou autrement , suyvant le preceptes 
cV traditions de I'vne cV 1'autre discipline." [Both, when interacting and 
coupled, s t imulate the mind and help to discover the secrets of many 
unknown things, by means of numbers, lines or otherwise, following the 
precepts and traditions of both disciplines]<9,fol.87v). 

Unfortunately for us today, De L'Orme emphasizes that his aim is 
not to write a mathematical t rea t ise , but simply to mention some of the 
principles valuable in Architecture. He could not imagine that four centuries 
later, men like us will have forgotten all these "precepts and traditions" he 
referred to above: "II suffit a ce qu'il me semble, d'en monstrer seulement 
les principes cV methode: pour autant que ceux qui en apres voudront prendre 
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peine, en trouueront a tous propos, selon les oeuures qu' i ls auront a fa i re . De 
sorte qu ' i l ne se presentera choses tant estrange, ny tan t d i f f i c i l e , qu' i ls ne 
trouuent incont inent le moyens d'en venir a bout par l 'ayde de ces t ra ic ts 
estans accompagnez de Geometr ie , qui est si r iche que celuy qui la connoist 
peut fa i re choses admirables"<9,fol.71r>. [ I t suff ices, as i t seems to me, only 
to show the principles and the method (of geometry). Those who w i l l take the 
trouble w i l l f ind out a lo t of other applications in al l cases, according to the 
works they have to pe r fo rm. By this means, no s i tuat ion, may i t be ever so 
unfamil iar or so d i f f i cu l t w i l l happen to them wi thout being able to f ind out 
quickly a solution wi th the aid of the ar t of t rac ing fo l lowing geometry, 
which bears such richness that the man who is acquainted w i th i t 
accomplishes wonderful things]. Musical instruments of the 16th century 
belong to these "wonderful things".. . . 

Our teacher w i l l explain in passing, that geometry has since 
Ant iqui ty been divided into "p rac t i ca l " and " theore t i ca l " geometry. The second 
is a subject for high speculations done by the scholars far f rom the world of 
the craf tsmen, who are wel l acquainted wi th the f i rs t category of geometry. 
Though we are, as 20th century students, not fear ing abstract speculations... 
we shall be lucky w i th De L 'Orme to get a teacher able to explain simple 
things in simple terms: " ie parleray ent ierement de toute la fac;on du t r a i c t , 
lequel je decr i ray le plus par t icu l ierement 6c simplement que je pourray 
aduiser, 6c non point auecques une methode 6c si exquise cur iosi te de 
demonstrations, qu'est cel le des doctes Professeurs de Geometr ie, 6c des 
autres part ies des Mathematiques. Quoy faisant nous vserons, au plus pres que 
faire se pourra, des termes, langage 6c fagons, que les Ouuriers, a f in que 
faci lement ils puissent conceuoir 6c entendre ce que nous voulons 
dire."<9,fol.74 > [ I shall fu l l y explain the art of t rac ing, that I shall describe 
wi th al l detai ls and in the simplest possible manner, avoiding the method and 
plenty of f ine demonstrat ions, the learned teachers of geometry and other 
parts of mathematics use to employ. Thus, we shall choose in the best 
possible way, the terms, the language and the methods in order for the 
craftsmen to understand what we want to say.] 

The f ina l i t ies of both geometr ies are not ident ica l . The "learned 
teachers" walk in Euclide's footsteps, making sometimes long demonstrations 
aimed at universal i ty, w i thout giving the mere pract ica l i l lus t ra t ion. Pract ica l 
geometry shows how to master a specif ic craf tsman problem and, according 
to De L 'Orme, al l problems f ind a solut ion: "II faut penser seulement a la 
f igure que vous voulez, 6c sorte d'oeuure que vous desirez; car 
indubitablement vous en viendrez a bout auec l ' inte l l igence de la Geometr ie , 
laquelle ie voy estre en notre Arch i tec ture d 'autre sorte et d 'autre prat ique 
que cel le qui est enseignee 6c seulement sans aucun vsage demonstree par les 
Professeurs des Mathematiques."<9,fol.119r> [F i rs t you must know what kind 
of f igure you want and what kind of work you desire to f u l l f i l . I t is wi thout 
doubt that you wi l l come about al l by the understanding of Geometry , which 
is in our Arch i tec tu re of other fo rm and of another method than that which 
is demonstrated, wi thout any (pract ical) appl icat ion by learned teachers of 
Mathematics] . 

Here we have the reason why i t is always discouraging for us today 
to study Euclid's work or al l the other histor ical wr i t ings on "pure" geometry. 
And the researcher who would go into our Librar ies wi th the hope of f inding 
in sources pr inted during the 16th century the shape of an instrument fu l ly 
explained would probably search during his whole l i f e . The corpus of pract ica l 
geometry of a given handicraf t was very seldom wr i t ten down, excepted for 
an occasional hint , as we shall see (or, for ex. to a cer ta in degree, the 
Zwolle manuscript, which could be understood deeper by i ts contemporaries 
than by ourselves). This is due to the fact that in early t imes i t was usual in 
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cra f ts and guilds to t ransmi t "knowledge in f o rm of know-how" fo l lowing a 
somewhat d i f fe ren t path than we are used t o today. The legal obl igat ion to 
go to school unt i l a given leve l . . . of abstract knowledge and personal capacity 
of analysing and synthesizing is a t ta ined, an exercise so pr ized in our t ime, 
was replaced at the t ime by the ab i l i ty of re-making what the master did 
before the pupi l 's eyes. In the f i r s t case, paper, ink and a more or less great 
amount of words (the more abstract the bet ter . . . ) are necessary, whi le in the 
second case, si lent observation and visual memory are required. 

A t the end of a chapter dealing w i th the ar t of t rac ing a vaul t , 
our teacher emphasizes the superior i ty of "d i rec t " learning: "Si quelques-vns 
desirent en sgavoir davantage pour le prat iquer, fau t qu' i ls s'adressent aux 
Arch i tec tes , ou maistres Masons qui l 'entendent. Car i l est mal-aise de 
pouvoir mieux l 'expl iquer, que par oeuure & e f fec t , c 'est a dire en 
demonstrant au doi t et a l 'oei l ."<9,fol .108r> [Those who would know more 
about i t for pract is ing, must go and see the Arch i tec ts or Stonemasters who 
are acquainted w i th i t . Because i t is d i f f i cu l t to explain bet ter other than by 
doing i t and showing the e f fec ts , tha t is to say by the means of f ingers and 
eyes]. The ancient craf tsmen did not go to school to learn how pract ica l 
methods could be explained using abstracts formulat ions. . . Most of them never 
did wr i te , not only because i t was useless to them wi th in their system of 
learning, but consequently because they would not have been able to 
formulate i t c lear ly on paper. Between f ingers and eyes, words were ent irely 
missing, except for some lovely we l l -w r i t t en formula in verse fo rm for 
mnemotechnicai purpose. 

For tunate ly for us, the 16th century did also produce people l ike 
our teacher who took t ime and went to a lot of t rouble to t ransform into 
w r i t t en words a given p a r t * * of the pract ica l know-how of the craf tsmen 
working w i th a l l kinds of building mater ia l . 

AN IMPORTANT HINT. 

The most impor tant hint for us is found in the prologue to the 
"second book" of Arch i tec tu re . De L 'Orme explains that , when "geometr ical 
scaffoldings" are to be bui l t , in al l cases, the beginning is a cross: "Les 
Arch i tec tes 6c maistres Magons ne sgauroient bien commencer vn oeuure, soit 
pour fa i re vn plan ainsi qu' i ls le desirent, ou pour fa i re modelles, ou pour 
commencer a trasser <5c marquer les fondements, que premier i l ne t i ren t sur 
une ligne dro ic te , vne autre perpendiculaire, ou t r a i c t d'equierre (comme 
I'appellent les ouuvriers) soit simplement ou dedans la c i rconference d'vn 
cerc le . l is peuuent semblablement, proceder par deux lignes paralleles, 
pourueu que toujours au bout d' icel les, ou bien au mi l ieu , on t i re vne 
perpendiculaire. On peut aussi t i re r la l igne perpendiculaire sur le bout de la 
ligne dro ic te , comme quelquesfois i l v ient a propos, quand on veut tracer les 
fondements d'vn bast iment.( . . . )Toutefois la t i rer sur le mi l ieu de la ligne (...) 
est le plus aise, 6c le plus fac i le en toutes choses que vous aurez a fa i re , non 

* * t o o small for our taste: "Ie veux aduert i r dauantage que pour la necessite 
qui se peut trouver aux bastiments, l 'A rch i tec te doi t sgavoir vne in f in i te de 
ces sortes de t ra ic ts : vous aduisant que i'en ay encores plus de deux cents 
f o r t beaux, outre ceux que j ' a i propose cy-dessus"<9,fol.128r>. 200 histor ical 
t rac ing diagrams never...published! 
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seulement pour planter edif ices, mais encores pour fa i re toutes sortes de 
figures, soient por t ra ic ts ou desseings pour les t ra ic ts Geometriques, 6c 
ornements d 'Arch i tec tu re ; pour la perspectiue, Musique, theorique, 
instruments d 'ar t m i l i t a i re , engins ou autres choses ausquelles i l faut tousiours 
commencer par vne ligne perpendiculairement t i ree sur vne dro ic te : laquelle 
represente <5c f igvre vn Charactere de la Croix"<9,fol .31 v> [Arch i tec ts and 
Stonemasters would never begin a work, ei ther to draw a plan as they wish, 
or to make templates, or to t race and mark the foundations, other than by 
tracing onto a stra ight l ine another perpendicular l ine, simply or w i th in a 
c i rc le. They can also use two paralel l l ines, provided they wi l l always t race a 
perpendicular at the end of both or in the middle of both. One can also put 
a perpendicular at the one end of a straight l ine, as required sometimes, 
when foundations of a building are to be t raced. Nevertheless, a perpendicular 
in the middle is the simplest and easiest way in al l cases you can encounter, 
not only when dealing w i th buildings, but also w i th d i f fe rent kinds of f igures 
of Geometry and arch i tec tura l ornaments; also for perspective, music, 
"theorique", m i l i ta ry engines and a l l other possible things..., in al l cases 
always begin wi th a perpendicular put on a straight l ine, which represent the 
sign of a Cross.] I t 's clear in i ts s impl ic i ty . 

Then De L 'Orme, c i t ing Marsile F ic in , one of the greatest 
authorit ies in Renaissance platonism, explains that the geometr ica l f igure of 
the cross also played a huge role in a pre-Chr ist ian c iv i l isat ion, the Egypt ian, 
who considered i t as a sacred f igure, while another "very learned" 
c iv i l isat ion, the Arabian, held i t in greatest est ime among al l others 
geometrical f igures. To resume, our teacher concludes that the cross is 
really "one of the f i rs t and most perfect f igures of Geometry". 

He i l lustrates his remarks wi th our f igure 6 <9, fo l . 33 >.To that we 
can add the possibil i t ies mentioned in the quotat ion above: 

MI 

occ 

1 
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It is not possible to quote here two thirds of De L'Orme's work in 
which he explains at full length the dimensions and proportions of different 
buildings, including those of Antiquity which he had the pleasure to study and 
measure himself during his 2 years stay in Rome (1533-1535), and also those 
he built in France. The figures which could resume some of the "precepts and 
traditions" are seen in our Fig. 7 to 9. 
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Starting with a cross, it is possible to divide the two perpendicular 
branches in a given number of equal parts (here for ex. 14, 18 or 7) and then 
to t race a square. The grid thus formed is the base for all following 
elements . In other words, we have here a very simple means for employing 
the module system, rightly referred to by Coates. 

The plans given by De L'Orme in Fig. 7 and 8 are self-explanatory. 
Fig. 9 is however still more interesting since we can infer from the author's 
explanations that all major segments of an ar te fac t are to be found on the 
grid itself and how each measure follows from the other. For example, to 
find the base of the two lateral vaults, " t race a line from A to C, and 
where this la t ter line intersects the vertical line 4 of the grid (MN), you 
have the exact height of the course of the lateral vault."<9,fol.234v>" A 
plethora of other indications of the same sort follow in De L'Orme's text: 
line AB intersecting CS and so on.... We shall remember this art of 
generating the major elements of a drawing diagram when dealing with an 
early treble viol. 

Here we begin to catch a glimpse of what could be of great help 
to us, that is to say a valuable piece of the historical geometrical scaffolding 
we are looking for. De L'Orme is clear: in all cases, begin with a cross and 
make a grid. It 's obvious from this historical hint that we can (we must...) 
also begin with a cross and a grid when trying to rediscover how the shapes 
of the early instruments analysed by Coates had been traced. 
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OVAL GEOMETRY 

The shape of the early instruments we are dealing with contains 
different curves, the exact analyse of which is troublesome. It is indeed 
difficult, as emphasized in the above quotation from Michael Fleming, to find 
out how tl>e different arcs were actually "assembled" by the maker. 
Consequently^ the second difficulty is the question of the exact location of 
the centres of the different arcs. 

As De L'Orme did not have time to produce the other works he 
announced in the Book of Architecture - he planed a work on Divine 
Proportions and another on tracing all kinds of geometrical figures - we must 
look for another teacher. 

A century after De L'Orme, a German author, Conrad MARTIUS 
<10> published his "Europaischer Ingenieur", a work, fortunately for us, 
written in the same sense as the French treatise. Among the plethora of 
practical geometrical knacks, we find two variants of the manner of tracing 
oval lines. I reproduce the two figures of the work in question, though, for 
reason of brevity, I'll not quote the accompanying text at length but 
decompose the whole "movement". 

Case A starts simply with what Coates calls the Vesica Piscis. (I 
encountered this name nowhere in Renaissance works). We see that a given 
line is divided into 3 equal parts by means of two circles. Though Coates 
explained it well, we see that the early craftsmen did not search for "the 
eye of the fish", but, starting from these two circles, they quickly and easily 
obtained the exact positioning of the curvature centre of the second set of 
arcs. 

Case B is different. Three circles intersect, allowing new 
possibilities for other centres of curvature. The result is an oval of larger 
shape. 

We are lucky to see here "the Ancients at work". We know also, De 
L'Orme told us clearly, that within this geometrical know*how a lot of 
possibilities can be thought out by the creative man. 

The knowledge gained from these two works permits us to try to 
trace the shape of early intruments using arithmetic "coupled" with ruler and 
compasses. I have chosen, to illustrate all that which has been written above, 
the second example in Coates book, as the most simpliest to begin with. 
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GIOVANNI MARIA DA BRESCIA c.1575 

Following the lesson of our first teacher, we try to begin with 
cross and grid. Where to place it? Coates did a lot of valuable spadework on 
this question. His "great circle" seems to be a good point of departure. 
Following shema: the cross is traced into the circle, a fully historical step! 

By which even or uneven number shall we divide this cross? The 
outline of the instrument, the aim of Giovanni itself, must be taken into 
account when we want to look further back to discover the path taken by 
this early maker. 

Before going further, two remarks: 

- the following results of my researches are solely based 
on the outline of the instrument as given by Coates and printed on plate II 
of his book. Hence the results at tained fit well the shape printed there . I'm 
conscious that these results will only correspond to the historical facts if all 
the proportions on the paper are like the original! 

-secondly, Coates built up his analyses using decimal 
numbers, for the measurements and for the proportion (2.236, 3.236 and so 
on...) - a 20th century tradition. The precision obtained by these modern 
methods is not absolutely the best way leading to a reality built up with 
other methods. For example, ZZ' : YY' = 1.5 [216mm : 144mm], a whole 
number rat io. XX' : YY' - 1.236 [178mm : 144mm _ vT - 1] (A ratio which 
escaped Coates in his VT system...) . 

I will not repeat what has been rightly emphasized in preceding FQs 
regarding the question of accuracy. But i t 's true that 1 or 2 mm are amounts 
which sometimes cannot be taken into account on a wooden instrument, 
firstly prone to change over centuries, secondly made by a human hand. An 
example: if we accept a discrepancy of, say maximum 2 mm, than the above 
mentioned proportions look different: 215mm : 146mm - 1.472, that is 2NO -
3...! Or the above rat io (V*5* - 1) could become: f. ex. XX' + 2mm - 180; 
180mm : YY' (144) = 1.25. [a 5 to 4 relation, much simpler than \fT -
I]....Other examples could be searched out. This situation, typical when 
dealing with high precise decimal numbers and a pocket computer, reminds 
me of the similar vT or vT systems I was able to build up when dealing, 
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years ago, with the mathematical functionning of the Zangelmas <11>. Only 
new pieces stemming from the historical surrounding could stop me wandering 
in this infinite world of numbers. 

ANOTHER WAY 

To avoid the problem of "decimal numbers mirage", I decided to try 
another path: an artefact that has been conceived with the aid of ruler and 
compasses can be "understood", even four hundred years later, by these same 
means. 

What can we reach when using only the compasses? 

First, we get with our compasses two major segments on the 
outline of the intrument (ZZ' and YY' f. ex.) and put them, on a paper 
apart, parallel the one under the other: 

Z 

Y 

+ + 
___ 

Still using our compasses, we see that the difference (Y'Z') is twice 
YY', hence thrice ZZ'. (A fact also pointed out by Coates). Further, we put 
a third major segment (XX') above the preceding diagram: 

Z 

Y 

X^ 

|3_-H 
I 

The difference X'Z' is half Y'Z', hence, the common unit to all 
three segments is ZZ':6 (or YY':4 or XX':5). 

Though the parts thus obtained could serve as a module, we could 
decide to divide each "module" again by 2 and arrive respectively at 12, 8 
and 10 parts. Hypothesis: these smaller parts could also be good modules for 
our grid. 

Starting from that, it is easy to make a special strip with, say 24 
of such modules (smaller parts) on it. By means of this strip we can now 
control the major segments of the body of the instrument and construct a 
grid similar to that in Renaissance times. 

The result I obtained is shown on Fig. 10 (next p.). The outline of 
the instrument-body (at least that printed in the book) fits the grid well on 
many points, divided into 20 modules. ZZ' has, as we yet know, 12 modules, 
YY': 8 modules, XX': 10 modules, BD, also diameter of the "great circle": 20 
modules, centre C obviously placed on horizontal line 10, centre L of the 
upper part of the instrument placed on horizontal line 15 (radius 5 modules), 
the centres G and G' of the lower part, oval, are respectively placed on 
vertical line 8 and 12, point of departure of radii of 4 modules. 

Two important points do not (apparently) fit the 20 grid well: G 
and G' on horizontal line together with P' horizontally. We will see later. 
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With the help of our s t r ip , we check over quickly that the rest of 
the instrument has 14 modules F ig . 11 (next p.). We see that the diameter of 
the scrol l is 2 modules (I on hor izontal line 32). Point A however does not f i t 
wel l , as is the case for G and P' (s. la ter) . 

The whole length of the instrument is divided into 34 modules (Fig. 
11). According to Coates' indications, these 34 modules correspond to 60.5cm. 
A size which can be related to the metro logical system in the fo l lowing 
manner: 

As Giovanni was working in Venice, i t is more than probable that 
he used the units of measurement of his town. These 60.5cm can correspond 
to 7 "palmo del piede commun": (34.6cm : 4) x 7 - 60 .5cm. For the sake of 
exper iment, we could assume that Giovanni da Brescia could eventual ly have 
used the units of measurement of his nat ive town. Then many possibil i t ies 
arise: (Braccio Bresciano : 3) x 4 = 59.4cm. Or, when using the "statuary 
foot" of his town (s. above), then: (27.5cm : 4) x 9 = 61.8cm (9 palmo 
bresciano). Discrepancies of more than 10mm ! A much closer result may be 
obtained when: (statuary foot : 5 ) x 11 = 60.5cm. Another 
numer ical -metro logical mirage encountered in the great t ree we refer red to 
above'? Probably! These 60.5cm also correspond to one "braccio toscana" as 
mentioned by Pietro Cataneo in his "Quatro Pr imi L ib r i di A rch i tec tu ra " 
published in Venice in 1554 <fol.11r>. 1 "braccio toscana" equals 7 "palmo del 
piede commun", another correspondence. 
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Probably i t would be wise to admit that Giovanni actual ly used the 
Venetian "piede commun". His intent ion consequently was to give 7 palmo to 
the whole length of his t reble v io l . 

I t seems to me that we have discovered by the investigations made 
for the moment some of the main pieces of the puzzle, but not yet enough 
to t ry to glimpse "Giovanni at work" , i.e. to try to take the path in the 
same d i rect ion as he did four hundred years ago, using the h is tor ica l , 
a r i thmet ica l and geometr ica l a r t typ ica l of his c iv i l i sa t ion, as defined by De 
L 'Orme, who learned i t f rom. . . I ta ly . 

The str ing length 

As Giovanni was dealing w i th a musical instrument, i t is logical 
that a very impor tant segment had to be decided f i rs t of a l l : the str ing 
length. 

Coates places the bridge aproximately on point C. We agree that 
among al l major segments, the bridge posit ion is a point which could undergo 
some change during the centuries, since the bridge was not glued on the 
soundboard <s. also 2b, p.47>. Which was the " theore t i ca l " posit ion or iginal ly 
planned by the maker? 

Rather than observing the traces le f t by the bridge on the 
instrument i tsel f - a step which w i l l surely prompt controversy - we w i l l t r y 
a way permi t t ing to determine the str ing length. 

On page 40 of his work, Coates reproduces a f igure taken f rom 
Ganassi's work. We see there that the f ret -posi t ioning was made wi th 
compasses (how could i t have been envisaged otherwise at the t ime?). We t ry 
the same step on Giovanni's t reble v io l . Fret number 7 corresponds to the 
third part of the to ta l str ing length. In passing, we see on our F ig . 11 that 
by this geometr ica l process the bridge would be somewhat lower than 
indicated by Coates. Nevertheless what is more interest ing for us, is to see 
that the hal f -c i rc les we obtain when using Ganassi's method have a radius 
which equals exact ly 3 modules. 

Hence i t becomes clear that there is a connection between the 
module-system discovered on the instrument-body and the division of the 
str ing length. (This la t ter is connected to the tension-pitch complex). 

Or ig in of the module 

This correspondence brings us to the f i rs t step made by Giovanni at 
the beginning: he divided the str ing length into three and - as the th i rd part 
of the str ing equals 6 modules - into 18 equal parts. One of those parts was 
taken as module for the whole instrument. 

The nine-division (or 18) of the str ing length is c lear ly mentioned 
by Mersenne f rom whom we learn that i t was a t rad i t ion among many 
masters at the t ime : " ie veux donner la maniere de diuiser le manche du 
Cistre pour y met t re les touches, car encore que 1'on y puisse appliquer tout 
ce que i'ay d i t du Lu th , neantmoins les Facteurs pourront vser de ce t te 
methode, dont se seruent plusieurs Maistres, qui divisent la longueur de l 'vne 
des chordes, prise depuis le cheualet iusques au s i l le t , en neuf part ies 
esgales, ce qu'i ls trouuent en divisant premierement ladi te chorde, ou vne 
ligne de meme longueur en tro is part ies, 6c puis chacune de ces part ies en 
trois autres.. ." <Liure Sec. d. Instr., p.98>. "Div ide the str ing i tsel f or a 
straight l ine of the same length, nut-br idge distance, into 9 equal parts. This 
is made possible by div iding the to ta l length by 3 and fur ther each part 
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obtained again by 3", a tradition still in use in Mersenne's time and also 
practiced by Giovanni, who did not stop there but finally divided the 9 equal 
parts still by 2 (= 18 modules). 

String length = 18 modules 

Harmonic proportions: The body 

Having chosen the module, Giovanni decided that the body of his 
instrument would be constructed within a 20 modules square, or a circle the 
diameter of which was 20 modules. This number is not arbitrary. 20 stays to 
18 (modules of string length) as 9 to 10, that is the harmonic proportion 
called "tonus minor". Remember what Mersenne told us in the quotation 
heading this second part of my communication, that "everything on the lute 
(instrument) must stay in harmonic proportion". Here we have, with the string 
length - body length relation employed by Giovanni on his viol, a first 
illustration of that rule. 

Body length = 20 modules 

We can immediately add to this "tonus minor" ratio a "tonus 
major" ratio, since the string length (18 modules) stays to the rest of the 
instrument (total length - string length) in a 9/8 ratio: 34 - 18 = 16; it is 9̂  
to 8. 

With the help of diagram A, we shall penetrate further into 
Giovanni's way of thinking. We shall discover a wonderful mathematical 
construction when taking into account the positioning of some other major 
elements of his instrument. 
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We know for the moment that the body length stays in a minor 
tone re lat ion to the str ing length. The question is to decide how to dispose 
the str ing length in re la t ion to the body. In other words which posit ioning for 
the bridge and neck may be chosen on the 34 modules grid? 

On the r ight hand of our diagram A, two of many plausible 
possibil it ies which in fac t were not chosen by the maker are shown, once 
more for purpose of c la r i t y in our demonstrat ion. 

In a) the bridge in on hor izontal l ine 10, hence the nut is on 
horizontal l ine 28. 

In case b) the whole system has been lowered by 1 module. By this 
way nut and bridge f i t the gr id wel l in both cases. 

The interest ing facts thus brought to the fore , are seen on the 
numbers visible on the ver t ica l lines at the ext reme r ight hand of the 
diagram A. 

In case a) the head would have 6 modules (or 12 { -mod.) , distance 
nut-bridge would be of 18 modules (or 36 { -mod . = str ing length) and the 
lower part of the body would equal 10 modules (or 20 {-mod.) . 

In case b) these numbers would become: 7 (14) 18 (36) and 9 (18). 
Why did Giovanni not choose one of these two solutions which would impose 
themselves since they f i t wel l? 

Div ina Proport ione 

The numbers doubly underlined on diagram A (r ight hand) stay very 
close to a series of numbers wel l -known to the Ancients (and meanwhile to 
us) as... Fibonacci numbers: 

5, 8, 13, 2 1 , 34, 55 
12, 14 18,20 36 

The solution of Giovanni 

Compared w i th our cases a) and b), the solution of Giovanni da 
Brescia consisted in placing the str ing length exact ly between our cases a) 
and b) (diagram A, le f t hand). 

By this solut ion, he obtained a signi f icant construct ion: f i r s t he 
could separate the bridge posit ion f rom the middle-bout width YY1 ; secondly 
he obtained that the head of his instrument stays in "divina proport ione" w i th 
the lower par t of the body, which in turn stays in divina proport ione w i th the 
rest of his v io l : EA - 13, P'D - 21 and AP' = 34. The points A and P' (the 
importance of the la t ter we shall meet later) are born. We understand now 
why these two points do not f i t the gr id we l l : they simply do not stem f rom 
the harmonic system of proportions but f rom the "golden way". 

5 8 13 21 34 55.... 
L MersenneJ * Giovanni 1 

Using harmonic proport ioning and "d iv ine" proport ioning, our maker, 
fo l lowing the great Renaissance way of th ink ing, created the points f rom 
where a l l other steps are now made possible. To lay out the foundations he 
used the possibi l i t ies of the a r i thmet ica l a r t of hus_ epoch, i.e. reckoning w i th 
whole numbers. His method is more concrete than today when using decimal 
numbers and a pocket ca lcu lator . With the gr id and modules, numbers and 
their relat ions become "v is ib le" , a system showing some s imi lar i t ies w i th the 
histor ical a r t of reckoning w i th "calculus" on the "abacus", where numbers 
were visualized by means of tokens. In this case tokens are the modules, a 
manner most in use in Giovanni's t ime and to ta l ly forgot ten today. We are 
very far f rom his habits indeed. 
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Such a foundat ion for a work to come, since i t was placed under 
God's supervision, an impor tant point in Renaissance th ink ing (the whole 
Universe was bu i l t , according to the bel iefs of the t i m e , on "d iv ine" and 
"harmonic" proport ions [s. for ex. the "Cosmic Monochord" < 1 , p.7>]) was for 
Giovanni the surest sign tha t he was working in the r ight d i rec t ion . A step 
that seems rather strange to us today, but that was common at the t ime . A 
series of reasons stemming f rom a magical-rel ig ious way of th inking which we 
begin to know about but cannot fu l l y grasp today. For example, De L 'Orme 
emphasizes in d i f fe ren t chapters of his work, that he l iked to use the 
numbers and proport ions indicated in Holy Scr ipture: the Great Book was not 
only a guide for l i f e in general but also inspirat ion for the creat ive man. And 
mathemat ics was there to help men to a t ta in their metaphysical goal. 

Body t rac ing 

Giovanni could begin to t race the body out l ine: w i th compasses or 
ruler he constructed a square 20/20 and f inished the gr id (see F ig . 10). 

Then, the great c i rc le centered at C (10/10)C= hor iz . lO/ver t .10 ] , part 
of the lower oval was drawn. 

The c i rc le for the upper part of the corpus, was centred at L, 
(15/10), radius 5 modules. 

Before going fur ther on the h istor ical path and for d idact ical 
purpose, we imagine passing by a simpler solution for the remainder of the 
t rac ing process. When t rac ing a second c i rc le centered at 5/10 (radius also 5 
modules), the instrument would be per fec t ly symetr ica l , see diagram A2 . 

P. 

This was not the aim of our maker. One reason is that in this way 
the instrument would look poorly, regarding the harmonic proport ions: 
diagram A3 (n.p.) shows that then the three major segments of the body, 
X X ' , YY ' and ZZ ' would only g i / e rise to a 1/2 and 4/5 ra t io , "octava" and 
" te rc ia major" . 
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Renaissance tradition and feeling imposed upon him a greater 
richness in the shape of his instrument. Hence he introduced a third module 
number: 12 (or 6). Thus the lower part of the corpus would be larger by 2 
modules than the upper one and oval-shaped. From diagram B we learn that 
very important harmonic ratios were now made possible: 1/2, 2 /3 , 4/5 and 
5/6, "octava", "quinta", "tercia major" and "tercia minor". 

But we see also on diagram B that a new problem arises: the two 
generating circles of the oval must touch the great circle. The two circles 
centered for ex. at 1 1' cannot touch the great circle. With the two circles 
centered at 2 2' the problem remains the same. 

A solution would consist 
of tracing two circles centered for 
ex. at 2 2' with an appropriate 
radius corresponding to the 
distance between these centres and 
the point of the great circle 
where the two small one must 
touch it (Diagram B1). Though this 
solution may look convincing, we 
see quickly that by this way we 
would introduce into this harmonic 
building, as Mersenne would say, a 
"dissonance": the lower bout width 
ZZ' would have 11 modules, a 
number strange to harmony. 

How could Giovanni solve 
this problem? The great ar t of 
ar i thmet ic and geometry would 
help him to fulfill the "wonderful 
things" De L'Orme alluded to 
above. 
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Divine help... 

The point P', which we met above, stems from the divine division 
of the whole instrument and can serve as centre to find out the exact 
position of the centres G and G' . On diagram C we see that an arc drawn 
from L with radius LP' (or LP) intersect vertical line 12 (or 8) on point G'(or 
G). 

I t is interest ing to see fur ther that the same result is obtained 
when an arc centred at C and the radius of which equals 6 modules is 
drawn: this arc cuts the two ver t i ca l lines in question also in G and G'. 
The richness of early geometry! We can feel the great experience hidden 
behind a l l these geometr ica l knacks funct ionning very we l l , probably only a 
small part of the great know-how t ransmi t ted over decades and centuries in 
h istor ical workshops! (see De L 'Orme and his 200 "unpublished" knacks above). 

From G and G' two c i rc les, radius 4 modules are then drawn. They 
touch the great c i rc le and fo rm the oval-shaped lower part of the body 
(diagram C I ) . The lower-bout width ZZ ' now corresponds to the desired 12 
modules and the centres which generated i t stem f rom the divine foundations. 
A l l these elements form the d i f ferent links of an harmonic chain! 

Middle part 

F inal ly , how to join the upper and lower parts, consciously 
d isymetr ica l to the body? P and P' w i l l again be the centres for arcs wi th 
radi i of 6 modules; by these means the upper part of the instrument-body is 
connected to i ts lower part (Diagram D [n.p.]). These arcs do not touch the 
c i rc les centered at G and G' . The solut ion may be a straight l ine as Coates 
proposes or a small arc centered at point 3 and 17 of the base l ine. Maybe! 
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CONCLUSION 

We have here a series of possibil i t ies given by the mathemat ica l ar t 
of Renaissance t rad i t i on . Metro logical fac ts , a r i thmet ica l know-how, 
numerological th ink ing (harmonic and divine proportions) and geometr ica l 
vir tuosity in te r tw ine , as we learned f rom our masters. 

I would l ike to emphasize that in no way do I c la im that the order 
I propose _is_ exact ly the one fo l lowed by Giovanni da Brescia four hundred 
years ago. Steps could perhaps be arranged somewhat d i f fe ren t l y . The sense 
or the exact or ig in of many things probably escape us today. In passing, did 
Giovanni fu l ly know the ins and outs of a l l the steps he used? What was 
blind t radi t ion? 

However, the solutions explained here d i f fe r f rom the analyses 
published on this subject in the last decades, by the fac t that the technical 
and in te l lectua l tools used in this case are the same as those of the early 
makers: ru ler, compasses, h is tor ical a r i thmet i c and geometry , early metro logy, 
reckoning w i th " tokens", the belief that beauty is the daughter of 
mathemat ics, a wink at God for success.... No traces of decimal numbers, no 
pocket-computer, no desire to discover highly abstract reckoning. 

This new way which I have t r i ed , percept ibly leading to good 
agreement between modern "re-discovery" and the early a r te fac t , could speak 
for a high probabi l i ty that the way described here is very close to that of 
the t ime, or at least could be one of the ways used at the t ime . 

Another d i f ference between this new way and what has been done 
in this respect before, is that we a t ta in here a t rac ing method and not an 
analysis. With the great plethora of squares, forest of t r iangles, lovely roots, 
mathemat ica l series and centres located nowhere, as given in some analyses, 
I'm sure that the early masters could not make head nor ta i l of i t . 
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In our chain, each point is def ined clear ly and prac t ica l ly , each step 
fol lows the precedent in such a way that an art isan or anybody else can 
e f fec t i ve ly and easily bui ld up the out l ine of the instrument by means of 
ruler and compasses. 

Let me suggest that in the fu ture a method must be worked out to 
f u l f i l l such "analyses" quickly and simply. I t would be pract ica l to envisage to 
get the out l ine of an instrument d i rec t l y onto a plexiglas p late, to avoid 
d i rec t measuring on the instrument or damaging i t , as proposed by a 
col league, or any other solut ion. Then to determine the module, using solely 
the compasses and by means of a st r ip to process as I did on this example, 
i.e. to f ind out the grid hidden behind al l the curves and corners of the 
instrument. Then to t ry the early geometr ica l process possibly used before 
"ve r i f y ing" the shape obtained w i th the aid of your scaffolding against the 
or iginal instrument. When the r ight way is found, "your" scaffolding can 
ei ther correspond to that of the early master or be one of the possibil i t ies 
he had at his disposal. 

My aim in this communicat ion was f i rs t l y to pick out some 
unfortunate weaknesses in the methodology used by colleagues tack l ing this 
exc i t ing part of early technical knowledge. To discover the know-how of early 
cra f tsmen, a corpus of modern histor iographical know-how must be bui l t up. 
Comparing the solution Coates at ta ined w i th that which I propose here gives 
us an idea of the impact of the above mentioned " re la t i v i t y " in 
histor iography. Either when analysing an instrument or when studying an 
histor ical document, the degree of t rue understanding is d i rec t ly related to 
the degree of t rue h istor ical knowledge available to the researcher. Hence we 
must make an e f f o r t to widen more and more our knowledge in the area of 
early technical c iv i l i sa t ion , put t ing aside our pride to discover by ourselves 
alone. You can si t for days and days in f ront of a Strad or Riickers 
instrument, you w i l l only in a given sense "see what you already know". 

I t is clear that the example I propose is not exhaustively t reated. 
We could continue on the Giovanni v iol (C holes geometry , scro l l , the depth 
of the instrument, the shape of the soundboard...together w i th problems of a 
mechanical nature) and t ry our way on a l l other instruments given by Coates. 

Maybe this work w i l l be done in the fu tu re . When enough results 
are brought to l ight , i t w i l l be possible to t race the evolut ion of the thinking 
that "subtends" the instrument outl ines f rom the simple fo rm of the beginning 
era to that of matur i t y - at least what we cal l so. I prophesy that , by then, 
many of our prejudices and wrong ideas w i l l have been decapitated by the 
sharp blade of t rue histor iography.. . .With this communicat ion the main v ic t im 
is the modern doubt about whether geometry or a r i thmet i c , divine or 
harmonic proport ions, ruler and compasses were used or not in the histor ical 
realm of instrument bui lding. 

Final ly, to protect you against fur ther executions, let me conclude 
w i th the fo l lowing advice: don' t t r y to open histor ical "mechanical locks" wi th 
the aid of modern "e lectronic keys". 
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THE SCAFFOLDING 
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